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Program

Saturday, January 12
14.00-17.00 „The New Berlin“ – sightseeing bustour
19.00
Get together at the Max Liebermann Haus
at Brandenburg Gate
Welcome by Dr. Kurt-Jürgen Maaß, ifa „The
Fight Against Terrorism and its Impact on
Transatlantic Relaions“
Keynote speech by and discussion with
Karsten Voigt, German-American
Coordinator
Sunday, January 13
9.45
Visit to the Jewish Museum, Lindenstr. 9-14
15.30
Guided tour of the Reichstagbuilding
18.00-20.40 „Rigoletto“ at the Komische Oper
Monday, January 14
8.45
9.15
9.45

Auswärtiges Amt, Europasaal
Conference registration
Welcome by Karsten
Voigt, German-American Coordinator

10.00

Discussion with Joschka Fischer,
Minister of Foreign Affairs

12.00

Discussion with Gerhard Schröder,
Chancellor

15.00

„EU Enlargement from an Economic View“
Dieter Schulte, President of the German
Trade Union Confederation

17.30

Reception by Mr. Steinbrück, Minister of
Finance of Northrhine-Westphalia

Tuesday, January 15
9.00

Thursday, January 17
Information Agency (PAI)
9.15
Speakers:

Moderator:
11.00
Speakers:

Moderator:

Present & Future Polish- U.S. Relations
HE Christpher Hill,
U.S. Ambassador to Poland;
Piotr Ogrodzinski,
Director, North Amer. Dpt., MFA Poland
Janusz Reiter,
Center for International Relations (CIR)
Poland and the European Union
Prof. Danuta Huebner,
Secretary of State, MFA Poland;
Bogdan Klich, Deputy,
Sejm Foreign Affairs Committee
Marek A. Cichocki Ph.D., CIR

15.00
Speaker:

Mass Media in Poland, 1989-2001
Jan Skorzynski,
Chief Editor Rzeczpospolita;

18.00

Reception by HE Ambassador Frank Elbe
at his residence

Friday, January 18
9.00
Speakers:
Moderator:
10.45
Speakers:

Poland’s Eastern Policy/
Enlargement & Future of NATO
Maria Przelomiec, BBC;
Janusz Onyszkiewicz, Ph.D.,
Minister of Defense of Poland 1997-2000
Pawel Kowal, CIR
Polish view on National Missile Defense/
Poland & the Common European Security
and Defense Policy
Maria Wagrowska, Chief Editor
Polska Zbrojna;
Prof. Roman Kuzniar, Director,
Dept. Strategic. Plan., MFA
Olaf Osica, CIR

Breakfast at the hotel with HE Ambassador
Daniel R. Coats, United States Embassy
Berlin

Moderator:

11.00

Talk with Angela Merkel,
Chairwoman of the CDU

11.30
15.00

12.30
15.00

Lunch at Bauhaus Archiv
Reception by Johannes Rau,
Federal President
Reception by DaimlerChrysler

18.00-19.00 Talk with Prime Minister Leszek Miller
at the Chancellory of the Prime Minister

19.00

Wednesday, January 16
Transfer to Warsaw by train

Discussion
Visit to the Polish Sejm:
Talk with Jerzy Jaskiernia, Chairman of the
Foreign Affairs Committee

Saturday, January 19
Breakfast and Departure

14.00
Lunch
15.00-17.00 Guided city tour by bus
19.30
Concert at Off Gallery
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A Berlin - Warsaw Diary:
The European Union, NATO and Post -September 11th
by Tracy Berry,KEZI-TV / Chambers Productions, Eugene, Oregon USA
Ten minutes off the plane in Berlin, a handful of freshly printed Euros rest in my palm. It‘s Day 11 of the
European Union‘s great currency conversion and I‘m eager to ll my wallet with the new coin of the realm.
This time last year, I was squirreling away my loose Deutsche marks as I purchased souvenirs in the snowy
streets of Munich. Now, ve years after my last trip to Berlin, I‘m ready to inspect the architectural and
cultural facelift of this vibrant European city...and do my part to keep the economy humming.
I‘m here for a brief but intensive journalistic program organized by IFA, the Germany-based Institute for
Foreign Cultural Relations, by the RIAS Berlin Kommission (my sponsoring organization), and a handful of
other top-ight groups and foundations. For the next seven days, I‘ll join 60 Americans and Germans as we
meet with political, business, labor and cultural leaders in Berlin and Warsaw. The focus is on European Union
and NATO expansion, set against the context of post-September 11th realities. Along the way, I‘ll catch up
with a few friends who work in local television and radio, take some time to explore the streets and chat up
as many people as I can.
I‘ll save the cab for the early morning ight home. Today, I‘m taking the scenic route. There‘s a city bus route
that should take me within a block of where I‘m staying, passing some of Berlin‘s newest landmarks along
the way.
Five minutes and a couple of Euros later, I‘m staring out the window in slack-jawed wonder. It‘s one thing to
see the pictures, quite another to come face-to-face with the reality. Berlin is dramatically different from my
last visit. And it looks goooood.
The graceful spires of glass-walled ofce buildings pierce the sky near Potsdamer Platz. Powerful new government buildings shoulder the River Spree. The Unter den Linden looks like it‘s a kissing cousin to the bustling
Ku‘damm. And who put that gift wrap on the Brandenburg Gate? The advertisement for an underwriting
telecom company obscures the scaffolding of a winter restoration job. Clearly, Berlin‘s architectural facelift,
which began early in the 1990s, is going full-steam.
I‘m jet-lagged from the ight and resolve to sleep at least 10 hours tonight. A hot shower and a cup of
herbal tea later, I‘m doing a quick channel surf on the television before turning in. The German production
of „Who Wants to be a Millionaire?“ is playing in prime time. The prizes, I notice, are now in Euros. But
the denominations don‘t seem to matter much to this contestant, who‘s sweating without a lifeline, while
Germany‘s version of Regis waits for his nal answer.
It‘s raining lightly when I wake up the next morning. Our group‘s rst meeting isn‘t until that afternoon so I
take a few hours to check out the refurbished Alte Nationalgalerie. I‘m glad I arrive early. Within minutes of
the doors opening, people crowd the galleries to get a look at the Classical Roman sculptures, and paintings
by French Impressionists and German Romanticists. The architecture is as much of a draw because there‘s
new lighting and more vibrant color in the restored galleries, as well as an exhibit detailing the efforts to
preserve a small section that still shows damage inicted during the bombardments of World War II.
Everywhere I travel in Berlin, people want to share stories about the architecture. On our afternoon tour, the
guide points to key places in what was once East Berlin. The structure that now houses the Foreign Ministry,
for example, began life in 1939 as the home of the Reichsbank Building, before its conversion in 1945 to the
Finance Ministry for the East German government (GDR). Starting in 1959, it spent three decades as the seat
of the Central Committee for the East German Communist Party. Then the wall fell and in 1990 the GDR‘s
rst democratically elected parliament met in its main chamber. The reunied German Foreign Ofce moved
here in August, 1999.
The site of the former Checkpoint Charlie -- one of the most storied Cold War crossings between East and
West Berlin -- is now surrounded by increasingly upscale shops. Glittering car dealerships are parked just a
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few blocks away. Dozens of clothing boutiques are within a well-heeled stone‘s throw from the small, doublesided billboard featuring photos of stern-faced Soviet and American soldiers, whose images stand in the
middle of the street just above the reconstructed guard hut.
More traces of war are inside the thick walls of the Reichstag, now home to the German parliament, known
as the Bundestag. Lest the politicians forget the past as they walk the halls on the way to their parliamentary
sessions or committee votes, the interior walls are still adorned with grafti scrawled by occupying Red Army
troops during the close of World War II.
The Reichstag -- home to the 1918 declaration of the German Republic, gutted by re in 1933 -- now houses
the people‘s assembly after extensive renovation. The building is capped with a soaring glass dome that,
after hours, glows with illumination as it arches into Berlin‘s night air. Visitors can follow the spiraling inner
walkways up into the top of the dome, then peer down into the Bundestag chamber below. Or they can gaze
through the glass across the city toward the distant buildings that reach for the sky.
During the construction of the late 20th century, West Berliners placed seven-story height restrictions on
their business towers. Not so at Potsdamer Platz. The former East Berlin district is crowded with glass-walled
skyscrapers that resemble a clutch of illuminated quartz crystals when viewed after dark. Up close, a circus
dome of glass and light covers the courtyard of an indoor business and retail mall. It is lled with restaurants,
theaters and Berlin‘s Film Museum.
I arrive by subway on a wintry night, rubbing my gloved hands as I walk, anticipating the chill. Under the
circus dome, I stop to purchase a glass of Gluhwein, that dreadful hot mulled concoction that clears your
sinuses in an instant, tastes positively medicinal, but still evokes enough memories to prompt me to buy it
again and again.
Sipping the hot beverage as the steam mingles with my breath in the frosty air, I watch German families
and couples make their way among the building and businesses, laughing and chatting as they go. Welcome,
Capitalism, to the former East. To many, Potsdamer Platz is an example of uncontrolled development and
corporate sprawl. But tonight, it looks positively magical.
Things are a little less glittery and a lot more functional at the Bauhaus Museum, which pays tribute to the
artists and designers in Berlin (1919-1933) who electried the elds of art, architecture and interior design
-- until their pranks irritated the National Socialists so much that they closed down the school. What‘s most
apparent is how timeless their designs really are: Many of the lamps, chairs and appliances on display are
still being sold in stores around the world.
What astonishes me on this visit to Berlin is not just the evolution of the city‘s architecture, but that everyone
-- be they tour guides or typical workers -- seems to know the history of each and every place. Later in the
trip, I chat about this with fellow journalist MiChelle Jones, an editor and writer out of Nashville who is pretty
knowledgeable about architecture. We muse about the power of history and design in dynamic cities such as
this one. The people dene the place. But how much do the buildings, in turn, shape the people?
Even our accommodations are memorable. We stay at the Hotel Maritim proArte, whose lobby is lled with
contemporary German art. Each oor is devoted to a different artist. Their works line the halls and their prints
decorate our rooms. Such hotels are increasingly popular in Europe‘s cosmopolitan cities and I like the way
they make me consider my surroundings in a whole new light.
Even the mostly unlikely spaces can make you think about the character of a city. After the rst night‘s
opening reception, I walk to dinner with David Binder of The New York Times and Christopher Caldwell from
The Weekly Standard. Chris did some scouting when he rst arrived in town and found a comfortable bistro,
built -- like so many businesses -- into an arch under one of the elevated S-Bahn rail lines. It‘s a hearty dinner
under a brick-lined ceiling that vibrates every few minutes with the motion of passing commuter trains.
David and Chris are old hands in Berlin. David covered the city on-and-off during the 1960s and ‚70s when
the Berlin Wall was still very much intact. He tells me that he married a woman from the East and that he‘ll
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spend his free time on this trip visiting many old friends. The next morning, he plans to march with some of
them in an annual parade honoring assassinated Socialist leaders Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht. I see
the coverage on that night‘s news but don‘t spot David and his acquaintances. He tells me the next morning
that it was a good day, but that there are far fewer of the aging „old guard.“
Binder, like the handful of other veteran journalists in our group, is far more attuned to the cultural subtleties
of the „reunied but in some ways still culturally divided“ Berlin. He speaks of the many „Westies“ who still
don‘t visit or comprehend the sense of place and accomplishments of those who grew up in the East. At the
same time, he realizes that many in the East still shun and remain fearful of the dynamics and politics of
the West. Hearing him speak of the Luxemburg march, I consider the nostalgia Binder feels for the „bad old
days“ and ponder how it is the same for so many who live in and even just visit Berlin: Their memories of
the past still profoundly shape their vision of the present.
The memories are almost overwhelming at the new Jewish Museum. More than simply a memorial to the
Holocaust, the strikingly-designed building houses exhibits of the rich and evolving culture of Europe‘s Jews.
But always, there are constant reminders of the systematic murder of 6 million people. Daniel Libeskind‘s
architectural design weaves a jagged shape across a parcel of land that once bordered the Berlin Wall. Look
outward through small windows that shriek of connement and you‘ll see monuments to those who died.
Look inward through truncated panes and you‘ll touch The Void: Five closed spaces that cut through the
oors of the museum, leaving spaces in the exhibits in the same way that the exterminations left voids in
Germany‘s culture. At the bottom of one of the Memory Voids you round a corner and come upon a large
room. Ten thousand open-mouthed faces cut from rough steel are strewn across the oor of the concrete
shaft, their silent screams painfully loud in our ears.
The museum‘s opening events fell during the week of September 11th. Organizers postponed their activities
once they heard of the attacks on New York and Washington, D.C. When they nally rescheduled their
opening ceremonies, they honored the victims of the terrorist attacks along with all others who die at the
hand of intolerance. In the post-September 11th environment, as growing clashes in the West Bank and Gaza
make headlines, security outside the Jewish Museum is tighter than ever: Armed guards patrol the sidewalk,
concrete blockades protect the entrance. Inside, visitors must pass through metal detectors and have their
bags screened before receiving a tour brochure.
That evening, half our group heads for the Komische Opera, where we have tickets for „Rigoletto.“ Verdi‘s
story of the court jester, a lecherous Duke and the jester‘s beautiful daughter is updated to the mid-20th
century: The Duke is a wealthy playboy with a posse of hangers-on. Rigoletto is an acerbic, hunchbacked
friend who draws the ire of some of the Duke‘s crew. The opera‘s scenes are transplanted to the deck of an
ocean liner, to a paparazzi-infested cocktail party, to a 50s-era bar at the rough edge of a busy harbor. The
strains of „La Donna Mobile“ are rst heard over a corner jukebox. At the rst intermission, it‘s clear some
opera purists are less than pleased with the revisions. And it‘s true that not all of the updates work as well
as they might. But I‘ve always considered „Rigoletto“ one heck of a downer, no matter how lovely the music.
So I appreciate the effort.
Petra Gute picks me up after the nal curtain. We met a couple of years ago, when Petra came to Oregon
as part of her journalist exchange program through RIAS. She‘s smart and funny and has great taste in
restaurants, as I learn when we head for Pan Asia, a new Thai noodle place tucked into the back of one of
the courtyards in the restored residential and commercial complex known as the Hackesche Hofe.
Petra knows the New Berlin better than most: She worked with the team that created the popular „Berlin:
Open City“ travel book to develop video based on each chapter‘s „tours.“ And she covers a wide range of
cultural events. Last night, she hosted television coverage of the big annual press ball, a black-tie fund-raiser
at the Deutsche Staatsoper (the State Opera House.). The event attracts the stars of Berlin media, as well as
large numbers of industrialists, artists and public leaders. The print coverage is enough to rival the society
pages of America‘s top newspapers. It makes me realize just how small my town and the media market really
are. After dinner, we head for Berlin‘s hottest new bar...located, not surprisingly, in an arched space under
the S-Bahn line. And we make plans to touch bases when I come back through Berlin on my way home.
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The next night, there‘s Thai food on the menu again when I meet another friend, Danja Braecklein, for dinner.
Danja is another bright young German with a air for media production and a love of the city. As we peruse
the menu at Good Times, we talk about Germans‘ current fondness for all things South American -- be it the
boom in Salsa dance clubs or the import of Argentine beef. At the next table, someone‘s celebrating. Voices
sing the familiar lyrics of „Happy Birthday to You“ in English. „In English?“ I wonder. „Oh, yes,“ Danja assures
me, „We‘ve always sung it in English. No one really knows why.“
The Enron scandal makes the headlines in all the German media. Each day, there are at least two stories on
the covers of the major newspapers. Karsten Voigt, the German-American Coordinator in the Foreign Ofce
who offers introductory remarks at the start of our visit shakes his head: „Germans are told all the time that
they should be more American,“ but how, he wonders, can you explain the American way of doing business
in light of the Enron scandal?
It‘s not just Enron. Germans are nervous about a number of huge companies that are knocking at their
door, led by moguls Rupert Murdoch and John Malone, who are looking for a share of Germany‘s lucrative
media market and backing their bids for a portion of KirshPayTV and Deutsche Telecom‘s assets with their
multinational fortunes and clout. Firms like Bertelsmann might own U.S. publisher Random House, but it‘s
another story when American rms want to tie up a chunk of the media market that‘s based in Berlin.
Meantime, business analysts are keeping a close eye on one high-prole corporate union. DaimlerChrysler is
working to slash spending in its troubled Chrysler line and improve the global efciency of the automaking
concern, while better integrating management and development on both sides of the Atlantic. It is, according
to Othmar Stein, „a major enterprise. It‘s something like working for a government.“
Stein is the Director of Communications for Commercial Vehicle and Automobile Business Affairs. He spent
time with the Chrysler divisions in Canada and the U.S. before accepting a promotion and a transfer two years
ago to Stuttgart. There, he quickly learned about the differences in North American and German corporate
culture, noting that his laid-back „open door“ policy caused plenty of consternation among many in his
department, who have a much more formal approach to business involving lots of memos and meetings.
Stein says he and his staff are meeting in the middle and he thinks the results will be a more efcient and
adaptable department.
He thinks similar changes are happening throughout DaimlerChrysler, including in the design divisions. Two
weeks earlier, Chrysler unveiled the Crossre, a sporty coupe with a body from Chrysler but a chassis, drive
train and handling that‘s engineered by Mercedes.
Stein says company designers have streamlined the manufacturing process, distilling close to 50 transmissions and drive trains down to just 15 key models, many of which could be used across brands. But the
development‘s proceeding cautiously. Stein and other DaimlerChrysler ofcials are wary of diluting the power
of the Mercedes brand...or confusing American consumers, for whom a Chrysler has a specic feel and
style.
At the same time, the automaker is moving cautiously into expanding international markets, planning to
grow sales but not manufacture in Poland, working on a joint engine venture with Hyundai in Korea, and
patiently strengthening its ties with companies in China, where others have gained an auto industry foothold
but „we‘ve never seen anybody make money.“
Here is the ip side of globalization: When a country that is an economic powerhouse sneezes, the rest
of the world catches cold. The recession in the United States, dealt another hard blow by the September
11th attacks, sends shivers across Europe. European conglomerates that bought up American companies a
decade ago watch their balance sheets head south. Germany‘s economy, stalled under the twin drag of high
unemployment and slow growth, takes another downtick. France, which normally exports a sizable amount
of goods to Germany, sees its numbers fall. And so on.
In Germany, Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder faces multiple challenges as he runs for re-election in the fall.
Unemployment topped 10% with the new year -- up to 20% in some parts of the East. Growth for 2001
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stalled at less than 1%. In December, IG Metall -- one of the country‘s most powerful organized labor unions,
which sets the tone for bargaining in other sectors -- red its opening salvo by demanding wage increases
in the next contract of 5% to 7%...up to ten times the ination rate. In the U.S., this is when politicians
would start discussing an increase in federal decits to pay for economic incentives. But Germany‘s decit
crept to 2.6% last year, dangerously close to the European Union‘s 3% decit limit. So there‘s no easy way
to stimulate the economy, much less reduce the strong controls on the German budget.
Still, the EU‘s common currency and decit limits help keep any one member country‘s economy from
seriously destabilizing the rest. Experts predict that with the Euro, the savings in cross-border transaction
fees, plus the potential growth of a stable European currency against the American dollar, will help turn things
around more quickly as the recession slows.
But dwindling public budgets might eat into private sector recoveries for quite some time. Even wealthy
German states, such as North Rhine-Westphalia, must look at cutting their 50 million DM annual incentives
that for the past decade helped create and sustain new jobs in the media and technology sectors.
For years, German workers were the envy of Europe. Now, their strong wages and benets are making
it difcult for the German government and employers to slash benets and bring costs in line, even with
skyrocketing unemployment. Schroeder came into ofce promising to cut unemployment from 4 million to
3.5 million. His early gains are all but erased by the past year of economic slowdown.
Dieter Schulte, president of the German Trade Union Confederation, counts one-third of all German workers
as members of his umbrella organization. He says membership growth in his eight independent unions is
fairly at in the years following reunication. Schulte predicts that‘ll continue as Germany makes its gradual
shift from an industrial to a service-based economy.
And there‘s still plenty of uncertainty on the labor horizon. Schulte says it‘s a struggle for labor unions across
the European Union to work together on issues when their economic systems and laws vary. He remains
concerned about the effect of a possible EU expansion to include Poland and several other Eastern European
republics. The seven year phase-in period, he says, could help minimize the effects on his industrial workers.
But despite discussions with German employers and Polish trade unions, he remains worried that jobs will
continue to leave Germany in the coming decade.
Much of the job loss is in the „Neue Lander“ -- the new states -- of the former East Germany. Here, immigration is a growing concern as former GDR loyalists fear competition from a ood of Eastern European
immigrants, or worry that their jobs are either heading across eastern borders or disappearing altogether.
Schulte says he understands the challenges of a post-September 11th economy. But after more than half a
decade of wage concessions and constraints, he says unions „can no longer afford to just keep living at the
expense of others.“ The jobless rate and the battle over leaner employee benets promise to be key issues
in the upcoming election for chancellor.
Chancellor Schroeder, a rst-term incumbent, is a Social Democrat whose party is allied with the Greens.
His opponent in September is Edmund Stoiber, the premier of economically robust Bavaria, representing the
coalition of the Christian Democrats (CDU) and his own Christian Social Union. The outside of the multi-story
CDU headquarters in Berlin is draped with a huge political banner, patterned with hundreds of hash marks:
„How many more jobs lost, Herr Schroeder?“ it demands in German.
Our meeting this morning is with Angela Merkel, an early favorite to run for chancellor and the CDU‘s party
chairwoman. Merkel just wrapped up the most bitter week of her political career. Four days earlier, amid
waning support from coalition leaders who doubted the ability of the former East German physicist to deliver
the fall vote against Schroeder, Merkel was forced to abandon her bid and instead back Stoiber.
She is gracious in defeat, refusing to blame her lost candidacy on attitudes toward her East German roots
or on the past two years spent healing party breaches in the wake of the Kohl administration nancial scandals. Post-September 11th, she says, a successful and deeply conservative Bavarian premier will be a better
candidate against Herr Schroede.
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Four years earlier, Schroeder‘s coalition captured much of the East German vote with his pledge to cut
unemployment and create new jobs. But with those promises withering in a harsh economic drought, Merkel
predicts a swing to the business-friendly Stoiber: „East German voters are much more volatile; less wedded
to one party.“ If they swing to the CDU/CSU coalition, big changes will be afoot in Germany‘s top job. In the
past, Stoiber‘s emphasized the need to put tighter controls on immigration...something that plays well with
beleaguered former Communist workers in the East.
German Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer is a busy man. In the weeks prior to our visit, he hosted the Bonn
Talks on Afghanistan. Now, he‘s being questioned by us about the rumblings out of the Bush administration
toward Iraq: „As long as there is not a smoking gun or evidence of a smoking gun, it‘s a very difcult
issue...you must be fully aware of the impact“ of such a step.
Fischer, arguably Germany‘s most popular politician, was born in 1948--part of the rst German generation
that did not experience a war on its own soil. He understands why „security and protection of the state“ is
vitally important to his countrymen, in the same way that he understands that „European conservatism is
very different from American conservatism.“
The use of major force is still new in post-war Germany, where citizens are still processing the nation‘s
military involvement in Kosovo. But, Fischer says, „September 11th made it quite clear: We cannot accept
black holes of disorder.“ Without the intervention in Kosovo -- which Fischer thinks came too late -- there
would be, he says, a direct entree for Al-Qaeda on the southern ank of the European Union. The Minister of
Foreign Affairs took an unorthodox path to his present job and admits he doesn‘t much like military alliances.
But he led the calls for NATO to intervene in both the Balkans and Afghanistan, and is passionate about
shaping a „foreign policy to avoid a second Afghanistan experience.“
Germany has a large immigrant population, including an estimated 85 thousand Afghans. While the overwhelming majority are law-abiding citizens, the continuing investigation into a possible Al-Qaeda cell is a
sobering one that is reshaping the national dialogue on immigration and border security.
There is also a slow-simmering public and political debate about whether Turkey should join the European
Union in the rst round of expansion. Fischer dismisses any charges that the hesitancy springs from a question of religion. He points out that more than 3 million Muslims live in Germany and that Berlin is the biggest
Turkish city outside of Turkey. The question, he says, is one of economic development, of „democracy, human
rights and some other regional issues...to be a member of the European Union means to give up a lot of your
sovereignty...we‘ll see if our Turkish friends are ready when the time comes.“
Chancellor Schroeder agrees, saying the EU is „not just some coincidental alliance of states.“ He says it might
be at its most effective as an economic market, but that it is also „a community of values. It is a social
community.“ He adds that „in each and every country or alliance based on joint values...Turkey is far away
from this so far. There is no doubt a question of social and economic cohesion.“
Schroeder learned of the World Trade Center bombings from his staff while he was in his ofce, working on
a speech. They sat together, glued to CNN and the unfolding tragedy. The German chancellor feels a strong
bond with the city: His wife spent two years living on the Upper West Side and his daughter was born in
New York. He visited Ground Zero because he felt it was important to „get a grasp of what it means.“ And he
thinks a lot of concerns and prejudices about the U.S. government -- „What are they going to do?“ -- have
been proven wrong in the intervening months.
Schroeder admits that U.S. and German intelligence agencies needed better cooperation prior to September
11th. And he says work is continuing to improve those ties. He neatly dodged a question about what specic
changes were made when one reporter posed it at our brieng. But like other Germans ofcials, he has
spoken publicly about the need to crack down on terrorist networks, including offshore banking systems and
money-wiring schemes that fund cells in dozens of countries.
A retired American intelligence ofcer who up until a few years ago was based in Berlin, recently wrote that
„the Cold War has been replaced by ethnic, national and regional conicts. The question is often no longer
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where you stand politically, but who you are ethnically or religiously.“ But he noted that one encouraging sign
in the wake of the terrorist attacks is that „nations with whom we have been on the outs are coming to our
aid, as well.“
Karsten Voigt, German-American coordinator in the Foreign Ofce, notes that „after 9/11, we discovered -with some surprise -- that we liked the Americans more than we expected.“ He adds that Germany in the
past few years has come to feel a cautious self-condence about its role in Europe and in the world: „For
the rst time in centuries, Germany is surrounded by countries who are friends...or at least want to pretend
are friends.“
Tomorrow, we visit one of reunied Germany‘s new friends: Poland. But this is the group‘s last night in Berlin.
A handful of us are making a stop at the city‘s newest and perhaps most bizarre tourist attraction: A nondescript bar on Dorotheenstrasse, just a few steps from the front door of our hotel.
The Windhorst Bar & Lounge used to do a decent evening business, attracting its share of businessmen,
government and retail workers. But things changed on September 11th. Windhorst, you see, shares a
common wall with the U.S. Embassy.
Now there are barricades, armed German patrols and a trailer lled with security personnel that blocks trafc
and all but blocks the establishment‘s entrance. American diplomats, concerned about the ease with which
terrorists might attack their facility, persuaded the Germans to cordon off many of the nearby streets...forcing
a handful of businesses and at least one art gallery to move. Windhorst‘s owners are sticking it out -- for
now. After U.S. Ambassador Daniel Coats mentioned the bar‘s plight during a morning brieng, many of us
resolved to do our duty to help shore up the business‘ sagging receipts. Besides, it makes for a good story.
To visit the bar, you carefully approach the patrols at the barricades, let them know where you‘d like to go,
and then follow them over to the security window set into the front corner of the portable police trailer. You
hand over your passport so the ofcer inside can write down the pertinent information. Then one by one,
you and your friends are taken inside for a pat-down and a search of any bags. Then and only then are you
escorted to the entrance of the bar.
Once inside, you‘ll be able to order a $9 cocktail and sip it in cramped and absolutely unremarkable surroundings. On the way out, you have to remember to check out with security so they can check you off the
passport list and avoid triggering some late-night concerns.
Somehow, the sight of American journalists -- who ordinarily bristle at surrendering their personal information or undergoing police frisks -- going out of their way to buy overpriced drinks for the sake of a good
anecdote seems absurdly funny.
„I wonder how long they‘ll keep the blockade up?“ an American colleague wonders over his beer. „I don‘t
know,“ his German counterpart replies, „Around here, they‘re used to long blockades.“
The next morning, we‘re up before dawn and dragging our suitcases to the train station. It‘s a travel day as
we leave Germany for Warsaw. A little more than an hour out of Berlin, the train eases across the river trestle
at the community of Frankfurt on the Oder. On the other side of the water is the village of Slubice. We‘re in
Poland. There‘s a perfunctory check of our passports and tickets, a quick stamp on both, before we return to
our thoughts and to our scrutiny of the landscape and of its people.
It‘s cold in this part of Central Europe. The morning temperature is still well below 25 degrees Fahrenheit.
Men huddle around ice-shing holes at the edge of streams. Foxes pick their way across frozen elds. Families gather in silhouetted warmth behind snow-edged windows.
As we leave the river behind, the train moves a little more slowly because the tracks are less modern. For
four hours, we roll across plains dotted with the occasional village, but largely patterned with sprawling
agricultural elds. Their soil lies tilled but dormant under the alternating winter sunlight and fog.
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I nd myself thinking about the importance of geography and how it shapes the history of a place and its
people. With few natural barriers, armies ooded across these plains with unnerving regularity. A millennia
ago, the ethnic tribes in what is now Poland formed an alliance under the banner of Catholicism. For almost
300 years, they enjoyed a relative peace. But then came the Mongols, followed by the Teutonic Knights, the
Cossacks and -- in 1648 -- a series of brutal invasions by the Swedes.
The Poles formed alliances with Prussia, Denmark and the Habsburgs to return to independence. Between
invasions, Poland often ourished as a European power, its cities brimming with culture and trade. Poland
developed a reputation for ethnic tolerance -- which served as a magnet for many of Europe‘s Jews.
But independence can be eeting. The Polish plains lay between two rising powers: Russia and Prussia. Three
times in the late 1700s, Poland was conquered and partitioned. Each time, the people fought back, buoyed
by rising waves of nationalism. But for 123 years after the Third Partition, Poland disappeared from the maps
altogether. The Poles staged uprisings no fewer than six times between 1806 and 1905. But the country did
not reappear until after the close of World War I, with the signing of the Treaty of Versailles.
In 1920, the Bolshevik Revolution knocked on Poland‘s door. The army massed to stop the invaders at the
Vistula River in The Battle of Warsaw. This period of relative peace lasted until 1939 and the start of World
War II, when Poland was invaded by both the Germans and the Soviets. Close to seven million Poles -- three
million of them Jewish -- died during that war. Afterward, with its boundaries farther to the West but its
political orientation leaning East, the country slipped under Soviet domination for 45 years.
Modern-day Poland shrugged off Communism after a series of labor uprisings in 1989. Lech Walesa, the
shipyard worker from Gdansk who led the Solidarity union, helped bring his country to a more Western
stance. But nothing comes easily in this strategic part of Central Europe. After 13 years of democracy
and with a population of 39 million, the Polish Republic is still working to fully join the Western European
community...and still glancing nervously at its neighbors as it struggles against surging unemployment and a
falling Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Two years ago, Poland became a member of NATO. Now it‘s working
toward accession to the European Union by 2004.
Back on the train, the images of Polish life whip past the windows of our compartment. Four-and-a-half hours
after we cross the border, we pull into the Warszava Centralna -- Warsaw‘s central train station -- to get a
closer look.
Poland is overwhelmingly Catholic. Catholicism is the ofcial state religion. A crucix hangs above one of the
most visible doorways inside the Sejm‘s parliamentary chamber. Throughout Warsaw on this mid-January
day, Christmas decorations still adorn the downtown, most businesses and the interior of every government
building. I‘m told the trees might come down in a few weeks, but that many of the lights and garlands will
stay up through Easter. As we leave the train station, we see a statue of the Virgin Mary outside a small hut
bearing the banner of a radio station. We later learn this is one of the religious stations that is also active
in Polish politics.
For several hours that evening, we tour the heart of Warsaw by bus and on foot. Our breath hangs in the
chilly air, dotted by the occasional snow urry. By now, our blood has thickened and those of us from milder
climates are handling the persistent cold far better than we did a few days earlier. By the end of the trip, 30
degrees seem positively tropical.
We cruise past the 30-story Palace of Culture and Science. A symbol of Soviet domination, it was constructed
between 1952 and 1955 using an estimated 40 million bricks. In the post-Soviet era, there are many who
would like to tear it down, brick by brick, to remove what -- for many -- remains a reminder of painful
times.
Elsewhere, Warsaw is dotted with graceful parks and monuments. They include the sculpture of Polish
composer Frederic Chopin, who reclines in a park under the bronze branches of a sculptured willow. Live
peacocks huddle beneath snow-dusted shrubs.
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The centerpiece of the tour is the meticulously reconstructed Old Town...itself a reconstruction of a 17th
century neighborhood that was gutted by re. Much of Warsaw was destroyed during World War II. The Old
Town effort helped restore some of the soul to a city that is architecturally far newer than its ancient and
conict-ripped history.
I spend parts of the evening chatting with Andy Glass, a Senior Correspondent for the Cox Newspapers who
was born in Warsaw. He tells me that his family stayed one step ahead of the Nazis during the war, nally
making it to America. This is not his rst trip back to Warsaw. But as we visit some of the many monuments
to the horrors of the war, it is clear he still feels the pull of the past.
Among the most moving monuments is the Monument to the Warsaw Uprising. In 1944, as Hitler‘s War
spasmed to a close, the Red Army moved toward Warsaw with the intention of „liberating“ the city. Partisans
of the Home Army, loyal to the Polish government-in-exile, fought the Nazis in the streets and in the sewers
while the Soviets waited on the far bank of the river, knowing that whichever side was victorious would be
fatally weakened by the conict. After two months, Warsaw lay in ruins. The Nazis were retreating toward
Berlin. And Red Army tanks were streaming into a shattered city that could put up little resistance.
During our trip, Russian Federation President Vladimir Putin made his own visit to Warsaw to meet with
government leaders. In an unprecedented gesture, Putin visited the Monument to the Warsaw Uprising and
laid a wreath to honor those who died in the struggle. The video footage and the newspaper photos -showing the leader of a former Soviet republic honoring those who battled oppression -- electried Poland.
As darkness settled on the city, we made a nal stop: At the Monument to the Heroes of the Ghetto. Of all of
the chapters of Polish World War II history, this is the blackest. During the Nazi occupation, 450,000 Polish
Jews were conned behind the brick walls of the cramped ghetto on the city‘s northern side. Three-hundred
thousand were transported to death camps. Many of the rest died in the lth- and disease-infested blocks,
racked by illness and starvation. By 1943, many of the survivors knew death was a certainty. They resolved
to ght and die honorably. The uprising lasted one month. There were no survivors.
It‘s snowing almost imperceptibly as we step off the bus for the slow walk to the monument. There‘s no
conversation. Each of us is alone with our thoughts. I imagine a winter night much like this one in the
ghetto. Bitter cold, lled with the gnawing pain of hunger and the desperate fear of people who‘ve learned
the sinister meaning of the word, „liquidation.“ Of the anguish of mothers watching their children die. Of
husbands seeing their wives starve. Of neighbors seeing entire families deported to the death camps. The
faces sculpted into the monument are lled with pain and grief and resolve. I hear footsteps and glance to
my right. Andy Glass moves slowly past, his face and thoughts unreadable.
We ride back to the hotel a much more subdued group than when we left. History weighs heavy in Poland.
But two days of appointments lie ahead. Conversation turns gradually from the past to the future, to the
topics we‘ll discuss and the people we‘ll meet.
Dinner that night is enough to put me into a food coma. My brother, who learned Polish during his time in the
military, only half-jokingly advised me that Polish cuisine makes German food seem like spa fare. It‘s hard to
tell what a typical Pole on a xed income might consume, but our meals have a strikingly robust consistency:
An appetizing soup lled with chunks of meat and slices of sausage and boiled eggs, oating in a rich meat
broth; a series of salads lled with eggs, meats and cheeses, an entree -- often breaded or served with a
avorful sauce -- and desserts that give a nod to the traditional American indulgences of cheesecake and
apple pie. I cheerfully dub these our „Heart Attack Dinners.“ But I‘m grateful for the rich fare. My body‘s
burning some extra calories during my long winter walks.
Late night on the streets of Warsaw. Men huddle shoulder-to-shoulder in small groups outside corner grocery
stores to talk and drink beer. Mostly to drink beer. Teen boys stand a ways down the street, in semi-darkness,
doing the same. Many of these men, we learn, are unemployed. Victims of the global recession and the costs
of modernizing industries in order to remain competitive in global trade. There are fewer women in the
streets.
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Just the occasional clutch of chattering teen girls or college students, headed to a friends‘ house or to a
club.
On this night, we are headed to a club, as well: Galleria Off, with its smoky bar in the front room, an
unnished and largely unheated performance space in the back, offers avant garde jazz on Monday and
Wednesday nights.
The manager seems surprised by the arrival of all of these Americans and Germans, but gamely digs out an
English-language information sheet, sets up a few more folding chairs in the back room, then tells us about
the evening‘s events. The opening trio consists of a clarinetist, a bassist and a pianist. They spend a few
minutes tuning and noodling with musical passages before the piano player settles into a syncopated groove
and lays down an opening rhythm. Slowly, the other two join in, adding their own undulating melodies. At
a folding table to my right, two earnest young men with a bank of video and slide projectors add a swirl of
images to two of the four walls. Take Windham Hill, add the creative equivalent of LSD-lite, and you have
Avant Garde Jazz Night at Galleria Off.
It‘s comfortable music. The sort that makes you long for a beer to sip while you oat on the interlacing
harmonies. After the rst set, I head for the front room to see about getting a glass. But the bar is crowded
three-deep with college students, singles and members of our own group, eager to mix with the locals. I
spend a few minutes chatting, but the cigarette smoke is the thickest I‘ve encountered in a long time. Claritin
or no, my eyes and sinuses say it‘s time to go: Back into the chilly outdoors for the short walk back to the
hotel. I‘m joined by two others from our group, who are also a bit weary and ready to call it a night.
Just a stone‘s throw from the hotel entrance, an old woman picks her way down the stairs of her aging
concrete apartment building and along the icy sidewalk. Her face is lined and her shoulders stooped by
more years and history than I care to imagine. She seems oblivious to us as we pass. She reaches into her
canvas shopping bag to pull out a wrinkled paper sack. There‘s the rustle of movement from a space at the
base of the building. Lithe shadows move hungrily at the edge of the darkness. In a scene I‘ve observed
in countless big cities, the woman painstakingly draws out bits of food and sets them in places along the
sidewalk. Feral cats, their dark coats sprinkled with dust, bodies lean from the hard winter, begin circling the
food, comfortable with the old woman, suspicious of strangers. We watch for a moment, seeing more cats
appear from under parked cars. I catch a blur of dark movement racing across the street from under another
apartment building.
The woman remains blind to our presence. She knows only her cats. They are her family. And she is theirs.
She murmurs in almost indecipherable Polish as she parcels out the bits of food. In a winter marked by bitter
economic realities for many in Poland, the woman is spending her meager zlotys on handfuls of strays. This
ritual, we realize, plays out every night on this icy winter sidewalk: The universe distilled to an aging retiree
and her creatures of the darkness. Oblivious to the nearby rumble of trafc and the outbursts of shivering
beer drinkers. They know only this moment. This food. And that is all that matters.
The bond between Poland and the United States is deeper than most Americans might realize. The U.S. is at
nine billion dollars one of the three biggest direct foreign investors in the Polish economy along with Germany
and France. But the United States has provided more than capital over the years: It‘s provided inspiration.
In the late 1700s, during one of the lulls between oppressions, Polish noblemen invoking the United States
Constitution drafted one of their own. The country‘s leaders were fascinated and energized by America‘s
struggle for democracy. And while the Polish effort was short-lived, many in Poland still feel a deep afnity
for the U.S. The late Polish prime minister and musician Jan Paderewski spent 51 years buried in Arlington
National Cemetery. By his request, his body was not returned to his homeland until democracy returned rst.
Even so, his heart -- in accordance with Paderewski‘s wishes -- remains in a bronze monument inside a shrine
in Doylestown, Pennsylvania.
Ties between the two countries remain strong, enhanced, in part, by the large number of Polish immigrants
in the U.S. Christopher Hill, the American ambassador to Poland, notes that Chicago is the second-largest
Polish city. Prime Minister Leszek Miller just visited President Bush in Washington. Poland‘s Deputy Prime
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Minister, National Security Minister, Economic Minister and others have either made or plan diplomatic trips to
the U.S. Hill says Poland is one of the strongest of the new NATO allies, making very specic offers of troops
on the heels of the terrorist attacks. In a sense, says Hill, „We are very old friends, albeit new allies.“
So for many in Poland, September 11th was especially devastating. Outside the U.S. Embassy in Warsaw,
grieving Poles left owers and lighted candles in a display that stretched 50 meters.
Everywhere you look, there is evidence of the economic change underway in Poland. The former ofces of
the Communist Party now house a stock exchange. Business programs in private schools and public universities are attracting record enrollments, as students shell out the equivalent of several years‘ wages to learn
the applied intricacies of the capitalist system and brush up on their English-language skills. Clearly, this is
a workforce with a „bootstrap mentality,“ eager to pull itself out of the past and become a full member of
the global economy.
But membership is not without its challenges and its costs. Polish leaders want their country to qualify for
European Union accession in 2004. That would fully integrate them into the 15-nation economic engine,
enhance free trade, make Poland a player on the international economic scene.
But what‘s good news for some sectors of the economy is sending chills through others. Small family farms
form the backbone of Poland‘s agricultural economy. One out of every ve Poles makes their living from
farming or one of its ancillary businesses -- a higher rate than the rest of Europe. But agriculture contributes
less than four-percent to the nation‘s GDP. Competition is tough for these small farming interests, already
unable to compete against the corporate producers in Western Europe. What will become of them if Poland
integrates into the EU? Many farmers fear they‘ll be forced out of their livelihoods: That their farms will
eventually be controlled by international agribusinesses or that the land will be developed to build factories
owned and operated by European conglomerates who pay less-than-living wages.
The PSL (Peasant Party) wants more funds and subsidies for the farming sector to help stave off an unemployment rate far higher than the 17 percent and climbing in the Polish economy at large. Poland‘s growth
rate in the 1990s was the envy of Eastern Europe. But the economy expanded by only 1.5% last year,
down from 5% at the end of last decade. And Poland will have a tough time doing much better this year,
as it battles the lingering effects of the global recession and the post-September 11th economic hangover.
Professor Danuta Huebner of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs sits on the Committee for European Integration.
She admits that the strategy to bump GDP growth to 3% in 2003, 5% in 2004, is a challenging one: requiring
ofcials to carefully manage scal and monetary policy and prevent dangerous uctuations in interest rates.
All of this could not come at a worse time for prime Minister Leszek Miller and his Democratic Left Alliance
(SLD) government. To qualify for EU accession in 2004, Miller and his ministers need to cut spending again
this year to control the nation‘s decit. But such cuts won‘t go over well among state workers already laboring
under a wage freeze and deep budget cuts, or teachers whose promised pay increases were canceled. In
mid-January, Miller marked his 100th day in ofce. But in taking the tough actions needed to bring the
economy in line for EU membership, he and his party face the risk of losing their political effectiveness
and losing their jobs when the next elections roll around. Already, at least one opposition party is getting a
toehold in the parliament on a campaign to block Poland‘s joining the EU.
After centuries of foreign domination, many Poles are also suspicious of any union that would require them
to cede some of their hard-earned sovereignty to outsiders. European Union members have to meet a set
of common criteria. These go beyond the criteria for GDP growth and limiting decits. There are human
rights protections which might bring conservative Polish Catholics into opposition with more lenient views
on topics such as gay rights. There are protections for members of minority groups in a country still woven
with some persistent strands of ethnic intolerance and anti-Semitism. But to Polish leaders, European Union
membership is the best and perhaps the only way for Poland to become a true player on the global stage.
Huebner understands the challenges of the transition. How do you tell a 55-year-old farmer that he might
soon be out of work? How do you negotiate with political parties that gained much of their strength from
creating and petrifying jobs in the agricultural sector? How do you placate the land conglomerates that fear
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they‘ll lose many of their holdings? But Huebner says only one-third of the farms are producing effectively
for Poland. The challenge is to negotiate with the European Union and convince committee members that
what Poles want is a common agricultural policy, not agricultural reforms. And she‘d like to see some funds
structured to support development in rural areas, developing new and related industries.
Piotr Ogrodzinski, a former ofcial with the Foreign Ministry, believes, „the best way to advance our interests
is to advance enlargement in our region.“ Like the U.S. Ambassador Christopher Hill, he sees EU membership as another powerful way to draw Poland politically westward. But, says one member of the Sejm‘s
Foreign Affairs Committee, „The question of sovereignty is so strong, so emotional. We just escaped from
Moscow...and are pressed to be under the EU. Some people just want some time to be left alone.“
But Miller, while not claiming divine guidance, has sought a sort of divine intervention, enlisting no less than
Pope John Paul II -- Poland‘s pope -- to lobby for EU accession. Miller acknowledges that papal assistance is
invaluable: the Polish bishops, he says, will be committed to EU integration, meaning that the Catholic Church
will help carry the membership banner. The timing is crucial. While government surveys show two-thirds of
those expecting to vote would favor joining the EU, private surveys of voter attitudes show a similar number
of Poles believe the government‘s economic policies are headed in the wrong direction for the rst time since
the Solidarity years of the late 1980s. A referendum on EU membership would probably go to the electorate
in 2003, meaning Miller and his ministers have little time to rest during the next two years.
On our second evening in Warsaw, we leave the heart of the city, cross the river and travel for close to halfand-hour to the residence of the German ambassador. Its distance from the heart of Polish government is a
reection of the strained historical relations between the two nations. Frank Elbe takes it all in good stride.
The commute, he says, is not such a long one. And like his predecessors, he understands the symbolism
behind the geographic separation. Things were more interesting prior to reunication, he says, when he
and his counterpart from the former GDR were invited to political receptions. The image of two German
ambassadors gives many of us pause. Elbe hopes to someday move his residence into the heart of Warsaw.
But for now, there are bigger issues to help resolve, from cross-border trade to immigration. Like so many
diplomats, he‘s a patient man.
Back in my hotel room, I leaf through a couple of the tourist magazines and shake my head. So many ads
for escort services. So many young women trapped in an empty dream.
Ten years ago, Southeast Asia was still the primary provider of prostitutes to the world. All of that changed
with the fall of Communism. State-supported economies teetered and fell. Countless workers lost their jobs.
The economic crash affected women especially and shut many young women out of the labor market altogether.
Organized crime exploited opportunities in Ukraine and other former Soviet republics, as well as in Poland
and the rest of Eastern Europe. Pimps would often run ads in local newspapers in the Ukraine, Russia and
elsewhere offering young women passports and jobs as housekeepers and nannies. They‘d arrive in another
country to learn there was no job and that they now needed to work off their travel debt.
In other places where Perestroika brought rampant joblessness, women made the hard choice to earn money
the only way they believed they could. According to reports to the United Nations, the global sex trade is
estimated to be between seven to 12 billion dollars (U.S.) annually. But the inux of Eastern European women
to the U.S., Germany and other wealthy industrialized nations has increased from a trickle to a torrent.
Researchers such as Donna Hughes say the situation is now so commonplace that the women are referred
to as „Natashas.“
„In Germany,“ Hughes notes, „prostitution is legal for citizens of the European Union, but illegal for nonEuropean Union citizens. Therefore, while it is legal for EU citizens to engage in prostitution and (for pimps)
to run brothels, trafcked women are doubly victimized, rst by being victims of trafcking and second for
being foreign citizens. An estimated one quarter of the 200,000 to 400,000 women in prostitution in Germany
are from Eastern Europe.“ Another of Hughes‘ sources estimates that 80 percent of the trafcked women in
Germany are from Central and Eastern Europe.Prostitution is nothing new. Certainly there have always been
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escorts services and their ilk in every major city of the world. But throughout the U.S., growing numbers of
prostitutes hail from Eastern and Central Europe. As I leaf through the pages of glossy ads hawking erotic
topless massage, full contact, and English and German spoken, I wonder what price the Western dream?
Morning. Al Eisele settles into the bus seat next to me and squints out the window as we head through town.
„Warsaw,“ he opines, „is not a beautiful city. But it is a dynamic one.“
Eisele is not alone in his opinion. Several of the Americans in our group -- already working in Germany -express an interest in relocating to or spending more time covering issues in Poland. To their minds, this is
the new frontier in Central Europe, a place that will experience profound change and spark plenty of regional
and global stories.
Eisele, based in Washington, D.C., and editor of The Hill, has taken to browsing the bookstores during lunch
break for souvenirs to carry back home. Yesterday, he found a picture book on New York City, assembled by
Polish photographer Jerzy Habdas. What makes it compelling is not just the 119 pages of photos, but the fact
that Habdas was apparently nishing up his summer project when the planes slammed into the twin towers
of the World Trade Center. For Habdas, the result is a book which is primarily lled with images taken by a
man clearly in love with America‘s biggest city...capped off with 18 pages of tragedy, from the smoking ruins
of Ground Zero...to the spontaneous displays on fences and in park spaces that became instant memorials to
the victims, covered with owers, cards, hand-scrawled posters and American ags. I see one of the volumes
that evening in a bookstore near the Polish Parliament Building and purchase it for myself.
Before the fall of Communism and the break-up of the Soviet Union, Poland bordered only three countries:
East Germany, Czechoslovakia and Russia. Now, it shares boundaries with seven: Germany, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Ukraine, Belarus, Lithuania and the Russian enclave of Kaliningrad.
Kaliningrad: Separated from the rest of Russia by the Baltic Republics. Headquarters of the Russian Baltic
Fleet. Home to large numbers of active and retired and military personnel...not to mention their tanks and
weapons -- including, perhaps, some with nuclear capabilities. It is Kaliningrad that makes Polish leaders -and many in the European Community -- nervous when they talk about securing their borders, expanding
NATO and creating a peaceable Europe. In many ways, the question of Kaliningrad is a question of condence
between Russia and the European Union -- and NATO member Poland, which is striving to join the EU.
All of this is on the mind of Prime Minister Leszek Miller when we meet with him during our nal brieng in
Warsaw. I ask him about his earlier meeting with Vladimir Putin. How would he characterize their discussion
on Kaliningrad? Did they make signicant progress? And might he contrast his hopes for Kaliningrad with
those of the Russian president?
Miller says Kaliningrad is the subject of monthly meetings between lower-level Polish and Russian ofcials.
But there are plans for a higher-level summit in March that he hopes will involve representatives from other
neighboring countries. Miller says his administration is looking at ways, „to be an active partner in terms of
capital investments, expenditures, border security and large investment projects that Russia wants to implement.“ It is, Miller says, these economic efforts that were the predominant topic of this week‘s Kaliningrad
talks with President Putin.
The best outcome, says Jerzy Jaskernia, the chairman of the parliament‘s Foreign Affairs Committee, would
be to take the economic experiment even further: Remaking Kaliningrad into a Free Economic Zone, a sort
of Hong Kong of the West. Poland and other countries, he says, „would like to establish something functional
that‘s a part of Russia.“
Poland joined NATO in 1999, part of the rst group of countries admitted after the fall of Communism.
Now, there‘s a move to expand the organization, adding some of the Baltic Republics. Miller supports the
inclusion of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia in the same way that he supports stronger ties to Kaliningrad:
„We‘re not going to turn away from our Eastern neighbors...we don‘t want to see a new Iron Curtain in
Eastern Europe.“
But not everyone feels as supportive about the potential growth of NATO. The prospect of expansion into
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former Soviet territories disturbs Russian leaders in the same way it did when the allied intervention occurred
in Kosovo. But in the case of the Baltics, NATO‘s inuence would nestle up against Russia‘s borders.
Even among Polish analysts, there are misgivings. After years spent under Soviet inuence, many like the
idea of having a geopolitical buffer between their country and Russia. But they remain concerned about rising
ethnic tensions in those new republics and about the large populations of ethnic Russians, as well as sizable
groups of retired Soviet military personnel and their families who live in the region. What happens if one of
the Baltics heaves with civil unrest? What if Russia gets involved? What if that republic then invokes Article
Five of the NATO charter? A threat against one is a threat against all. Poles, muses one strategist, are willing
to die for Warsaw. But are they willing to ght for Talinn or Riga?
Professor Roman Kuzniar, the Director of the Department of Strategic Planning for the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, thinks along the same lines when asked in one of our briengs whether even Russia might ultimately
join an ever-expanding NATO. He asks rather rhetorically of alliance members, „Well, do they want to die for
Siberia?“
That discussion is perhaps years in the future. More immediate is the future of Polish-Russian relations in
the redened world order. Piotr Ogrodzinski, drawing from his years in the Foreign Ministry, observes that,
„Russia had to accept that we are now part of the Western World...and that in order to build a good Western
policy, you have to have good relations with Poland.“
Security‘s a little tighter returning to Germany and the European Union than it was leaving it. Our tickets
and passports are carefully inspected. Ofcers peer under the train seats to look for stowaways. It will be
interesting to see what happens in a few years, if Poland joins the EU and the two countries relax their
borders. Will Germany lose key portions of its industry to the East? And will Poland lose many of its most
motivated workers to the West?
My nal night in Berlin, I once again meet my friend Petra for dinner. We‘re headed to what‘s known as
the East Harbor area, a port neighborhood along the River Spree that once lay in the shadow of the Berlin
Wall. Now, new apartments spring up on what was once No Man‘s Land. Artists and others congregate at
FreiSchwimmer, the restaurant on a houseboat that‘s known for its rustic furnishings and avorful meals.
We talk about my trip to Poland. About the ve (ve!) ights I have scheduled the next day -- to take me
home and then to a television programming conference in Las Vegas. And about my plans to return to Berlin
and Warsaw with my husband, a newspaper editor, in tow. I want him to see how much things have changed
in just a few years.
The next day, as I remove my shoes for scanning under the watchful eyes of armed soldiers at Frankfurt‘s
airport, my eyes look ahead to the day‘s travels. But my mind is on the past seven days and the changes that
are remaking an entire region.
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Boeing Encounters Turbulence from EU Enlargement
by Tom Banse, Public Radio Olympia Bureau
The Boeing company could encounter some turbulence from the latest
drive toward European unication.
The Northwest plane maker has
done well selling to countries in the
formerly socialist east, but it faces
attempts to muscle it aside. European Union enlargement to the
East hits home in the Pacic Northwest, as our correspondent Tom
Banse found while visiting Warsaw,
Poland.
THE PUBLIC OBSERVATION DECK
AT WARSAW‘S AIRPORT GIVES
A COMMANDING VIEW OF THE
PLANES BELOW. HIGH UP HERE
ON THE ROOF OF THE MAIN TERMINAL IT SEEMS ONLY THE CONTROL TOWER HAS IT BETTER.
WHAT‘S STRIKING TODAY IS THE
NEARLY COMPLETE ABSENCE OF
RUSSIAN-BUILT AIRPLANES. SUCH
JETS WOULD‘VE DOMINATED THE
SCENE A DOZEN YEARS AGO, BUT
NOW THE BOEING COMPANY
RULES THE SKIES OF CENTRAL
AND EASTERN EUROPE. OFF TO
THE RIGHT, GROUND CREWS
SCURRY TO LOAD 767 WIDEBODIES FOR FLIGHTS TO THE
UNITED STATES. MANY SMALLER
737 JETS TAXI ABOUT IN THE
COLORS OF THE POLISH, CZECH,
HUNGARIAN, AND LITHUANIAN
AIRLINES.
BOEING‘S CENTRAL EUROPEAN
SALES DIRECTOR SAYS JETS
ASSEMBLED IN SEATTLE FORM
THE BACKBONE OF NEARLY ALL
THE AIRLINES BEHIND THE
FORMER IRON CURTAIN. UNTIL
RECENTLY, BOEING‘S FERENC

KOVACS (KOH-VAHCH) MANAGED
HUNGARY‘S FLAG CARRIER.
Kovacs: „In central Europe, we
have a saying. If we‘re talking
about cars, we prefer the German
cars. If we‘re talking about electrical things like DVDs, those, Japanese. But if you‘re talking about
airplanes, it has to be American.“
BUT NOW A FACTOR COMPLETELY OUT OF BOEING‘S CONTROL
THREATENS ITS DOMINANCE IN
THIS REGION. THE NEW DEMOCRACIES OF EASTERN EUROPE
DESPERATELY WANT TO JOIN THE
EUROPEAN UNION AND HOOK
INTO THE ECONOMIC GROWTH
AND STABILITY THAT MEMBERSHIP WOULD BRING. THE CURRENT MEMBERS OF THE E-U
DECIDE WHO GETS IN AND THEY
JUST HAPPEN TO HAVE A MAJOR
STAKE IN BOEING‘S ARCHRIVAL
AIRBUS. THE AMERICAN AMBASSADOR IN WARSAW, CHRISTOPHER HILL, SAYS SUBTLE
PRESSURE IS BEING APPLIED.
Hill: „A continual refrain one hears
from E-U companies, or companies from European Union states
is, if you want to join the European Union, you must buy European goods.“
HILL SAYS HE‘S CONTINUALLY
GOING TO BAT FOR BOEING AND
OTHER U-S EXPORTERS. IN THE
CASE OF JETLINERS, HE‘S MAKING
SURE THE BOEING COMPANY
STAYS IN THE RUNNING TO
UPGRADE THE FLEET OF THE
POLISH FLAG CARRIER, LOT.
Hill: „U-S rms are at a disadvan-

tage. I think one of the tasks I have
-- my embassy has -- is to make
sure that disadvantage is minimized.“
NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS RETAIN
A MAJORITY STAKE IN NEARLY
ALL THE AIRLINES FERENC
KOVACS SELLS TO. HOWEVER,
THE BOEING SALESMAN PLAYS
DOWN THE POLITICAL PRESSURE
TO BUY FROM THE EUROPEAN
COMPETITION, AIRBUS.
Kovacs: „Especially in central European countries, in the past you
know they were so much told what
to do. So they have some kind
of, I would say, bad feelings when
somebody is telling them what to
do always. So I think they would
like to have some independence.“
KOVACS TAKES ENCOURAGEMENT
FROM THE GROWING INDEPENDENCE OF THE NATIONAL AIRLINES OF POLAND, HUNGARY,
CZECH REPUBLIC, ROMANIA, AND
THEIR NEIGHBORS. SOON, WHEN
THEY‘RE
ACCOUNTABLE
TO
SHAREHOLDERS INSTEAD OF
GOVERNMENTS, THERE‘LL BE
EVEN LESS OPPORTUNITY FOR
POLITICS TO INFLUENCE THE
FLEET TYPE. KOVACS SAYS AIRLINE TRAFFIC IN EUROPE IS
BOUNCING BACK NICELY IN 2002
FOLLOWING A DIFFICULT FALL.
HE ANTICIPATES THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW AIRPLANE LEASES
LATER THIS SPRING, WHICH WILL
BE WELCOME NEWS IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST AFTER SO MANY
MONTHS OF BAD NEWS FROM
BOEING.
I‘M TOM BANSE REPORTING.
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Cox Center Director Becker Joins Journalists Discussing
European Union Enlargement Plans
by Dr. Lee B. Becker, James M. Cox Jr. Center
Alumni and current participants in
eight U.S.-German exchange programs for journalists got an update
on European Expansion plans and
related topics from key German,
Polish and U.S. ofcials in a weeklong seminar held in January in the
German and Polish capitals.
Enlargement of the European Union
serves the interests of all three
countries, the ofcials said, and
the inclusion of Poland as one of
the rst countries to join the EU in
the next few years is great value to
countries already a part of the EU,
to Poland itself and to the United
States.
„No enlargement would mean we
would have two Europes,“ German
Minister of Foreign Affairs Joschka
Fischer said. „We would have a
Europe of integration and a Europe
of individual nation states.“
„I do not think there is any
alternative to European integration for Poland,“ Polish Prime Minister Liszek Miller told the group.
„Either we join the family of nations with the best economies, with
long-standing democracies, with a
history of a high standard of civilization, or we nd ourselves on the
periphery of such civilizations.“
„We are old friends albeit new
allies,“ Christopher Hill, U.S.
ambassador to Poland said of U.S.Polish relationships. „We do not
see a conict between Poland‘s
entry into the EU and maintaining a
strong relationship with the United
States.“
The approximately 60 participating
journalists were either alumni of,
or current participants in, journalism exchange programs sponsored by the Alexander von Humboldt
Foundation, Atlantik-Bruecke, the
German-American Fulbright Commission, International Journalists‘
Programmes, the Institute for
Foreign Cultural Relations, the
Koerber Foundation, RIAS Berlin
Kommission, and the Robert Bosch
Foundation.
The journalists represented organizations such as CNN, The New
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York Times, Barrons, Reuters, Der
Tagesspiegel, National Public Radio
and Cox Newspapers. Most of the
journalists were Americans.
Cox Center Director Dr. Lee B.
Becker was one of two U.S. journalism professors in the workshop, both invited to participate by
RIAS Berlin Kommission. The Cox
Center has hosted three groups
of German journalists visiting the
Grady College of Journalism and
Mass Communication, in which the
Cox Center is housed, as part of
an exchange organized by RIAS.
Doctoral students from the Grady
College also have traveled to Germany under the auspices of RIAS
in the summer of 2000 and the
summer of 2001.
Prof. Marguerite Moritz, associate
dean of the School of Journalism
and Mass Communication at the
University of Colorado, also participated in the EU workshop in
Berlin and Warsaw. The University
of Colorado also has hosted visiting journalists as part of the RIAS
exchange.
In addition to Minister Fischer, the
journalists met with and conducted
interviews in Berlin with German
Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder, U.S.
Ambassador to Germany Daniel
Coates, Angela Markel, chairwoman of the Christian Democratic
Union party in Germany, and Johannes Rau, German federal president. In addition to the meetings in
Warsaw with Prime Minister Miller
and Ambassador Hill, the group
met with German Ambassador to
Poland Frank Elbe, Jerzy Jaskiernia,
chairman of the Polish parliamentary Foreign Affairs Committee, and
Jan Skorzynski, chief editor of the
Polish daily newspaper, Rzeczpospolita.
The conference began in Berlin on
January 12 with a sight-seeing tour
of Berlin, which has changed dramatically in recent years as it has
assumed the role of capital of the
united Germany. Participants also
toured the remodeled Reichstag,
where the German parliament

meets, and the newly opened
Jewish Museum as part of the
Berlin segment of the conference.
In Warsaw the group toured the old
town center, painstakingly rebuilt
after it had been destroyed by Germany in World War II, and the
Sejm, the meeting place of the
Polish Parliament. The conference
ended with a farewell dinner in a
restaurant in the old town on January 18.
Fifteen states now make up the
European Union. All but three also
began using a single currency, the
Euro, on January 1, 2002. The successful introduction of the currency
was a topic of conversation in the
workshop, as was the expansion
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).
Poland became a member of NATO
in 1999, along with the Czech
Republic and Hungary, and is on
a list of 13 countries that have
applied for and are considered possible candidates for EU admission
in the next several years.
A frequent, though unscheduled,
topic of the Berlin-Warsaw conference was the terrorist attack on
the U.S. on September 11, 2001.
German Chancellor Schroeder
reported how a staff member came
into his ofce on that date to tell
him about the terrorist attacks in
New York and Washington. Schroeder said he and his staff then
turned to CNN to watch events
unfold. „I was speechless,“ he said
simply.
Dr. Becker joined a group of American journalists participating in a
RIAS program in Berlin in October
of 2001, as did Dr. C. Ann Hollield,
a faculty member in the Department of Telecommunications in the
Grady College at the University of
Georgia. Dr. Hollield has worked
closely with the RIAS German journalists when they have come to
the University of Georgia.
Dr. Becker also was a Fulbright
Scholar in Germany in 1981 and
1991-1992, and Dr. Hollield was a
Bosch Fellow in 1991-1992.

Germany‘s identity crisis
by David Binder, New York Times
The following article appeared at the Washington Times on March 6, 2002
After studying their language,
history and literature for a quarter
of a century it seemed I had nally
gured out the Germans or, at
least glimpsed a horizon of understanding. The conclusion: Germans
had an identity problem. Divided,
defeated and guilt-ridden, many
were not quite certain what was
German, or even sure what was
Germany, or just what it should be.
That was in 1973, when the nation
was still split into two states, capitalist and communist. Sour disputes lingered on over the vast onceGerman territories lost to the Poles,
Russians, Czechs and even to the
French after the crushing conquest
of Hitler‘s Germany. My generation
(1931) grew up with a view formed
among others by Thomas Mann,
who depicted his visceral response
to „the Germanic in pure form‘‘
during his American exile, saying,
„the choleric-crude, the scolding,
spitting, raving, the horribly robust
connected to tender coziness, and
the massive, superstitious belief in
demons, evil spirits and monsters
stirs my instinctive repulsion.‘‘ We
memorized the verses of Heinrich
Heine, another German political
exile, including the verse from one
of his „Night Thoughts‘‘ in 1843:
„When I consider Germany at night.
Then sleep for me takes ight.“ I
ceased losing sleep over Germany
many years ago. Returning again
and again, however, I found the
Germans still had an identity problem. Only, the problem was changing shape. Toward the end of the
1980s, I thought the 60 million
West Germans, solidly integrated in
Western Europe and in the transAtlantic community, had almost
completed their identity quest. Although they contributed billions in
tax money - without complaint to the sustenance of the German
Democratic Republic, they seemed
less interested in the destiny of

their 16 million fellow Germans
than in the Vietnamese. They were
content with themselves. The identity problem burst upon them anew
with the swift and gigantic Wende
(turn) toward unication in 1989.
The Ossis (Ostdeutsche) overwhelmingly welcomed joining the Federal Republic. Yet when the cheers
died down on both sides of the
fallen barriers, they discovered
they were largely unwelcome by
the Wessies (Westdeutsche). The
latest conguration, I learned along
with some young and old American
journalists spending a few days in
Berlin in mid-January, has to do
with the European Union as much
as with Germany itself. Not with
the euro, for which the 76 million
Germans swiftly exchanged their
hitherto worshipped Deutschmark
with scarcely a whimper, but with
that strange, almost faceless authority in Brussels that is dictating
more and more aspects of daily
lives in the biggest EU country. „To
a certain extent, Germany still has
to dene its Europeanness,‘‘ Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder told us in
a soft voice. Was he proud to be
German? „I have no problem,“ Mr.
Schroeder replied, „I am comfortable using this expression, but I
don‘t, because it could be misunderstood.‘‘ (His fellow Social Democrat, Willy Brandt, had dared to
introduce the combination „proud“
and „German‘‘ in the nal days
of his last campaign, as federal
chancellor, nearly 30 years before,
authorizing a poster from which he
smiled serenely with the caption:
„Germans, we can be proud of our
country.‘‘) President Johannes Rau
also dwelt on the topic of identity
in the exquisite Belvedere Palace,
saying: „We are a people who have
a broken relationship to the symbols of our nation.‘‘ Mr. Rau went
on to observe on a sad note that,
despite unication of nation and

state that commenced when the
Berlin Wall collapsed, „there are
East Berliners who have never
been in West Berlin and West Berliners who have never been in
East Berlin.‘‘ In other ways evident nearly a dozen years after the
Wall, the separation between East
and West Germans lives on. In the
western half there is so little interest in eastern Germany‘s 40 years
under communist rule that university courses on this subject are
largely unavailable. Perhaps this
reects a suspicion Konrad Adenauer, the quintessential Rhinelander, manifested as early as the
1920s and again in the 1950s
when, crossing the Elbe River on
the way to „heathen“ Berlin, he sarcastically remarked, „here begins
Siberia.‘‘ In East Berlin, I sensed
it on a cold, gloomy Sunday morning when some 100,000 marched
to proletarian songs to the doublegrave in Friedrichsfelde Cemetery
to commemorate with red carnations the assassinations 83 years
before of Karl Liebknecht and Rosa
Luxemburg, the venerated socialist
leaders. During the four decades
of the communist GDR, attendance was obligatory. Now the
old guard, hugely outnumbered by
young people, marched voluntarily to demonstrate their different
German identity - all but ignored in
Western Germany.
David Binder was a New York
Times correspondent in Germany in
1961-1962, 1967-1973, and 19891990.
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The Wreck of the Deutschland - The German economy is in trouble, and so is Gerhard Schroder.
by Christopher Caldwell (02/18/2002, Volume 007, Issue 22)
Berlin
GERMANY‘S Social Democratic
chancellor Gerhard Schroder, the
rst leader to enter ofce since
the country was reunited in 1990,
faces reelection in September, and
he‘s in deep trouble. He‘s in deep
trouble because his country isn‘t
as reunited as it looks.
There are, in fact, two Germanies
even today, but the frontier that
runs between them is economic
rather than geographical. The rst
is the Germany of the soziale Marktwirtschaft, the elaborate network
of rules contrived by politicians,
plutocrats, and unions to maximize
wages and (thereby) quell unrest.
Perhaps the system‘s typical product is people like the complacent
and visibly well-fed Dieter Schulte,
president of the Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund--Germany‘s equivalent
of the AFL-CIO. At an afternoon
conference for a delegation of visiting journalists in the Foreign Ofce
in Berlin, Schulte devotes most
of two hours to explaining why
making the labor market more exible would be folly for his country.
It‘s true that the basic package
of salary and benets is now
approaching $50 an hour for senior
industrial workers, but, given the
superb quality of German workmanship, Schulte opines, only a
„foolish businessman“ would consider that any reason to hire a Polish
immigrant, or to engage in deregulation--such as keeping stores
open a mere eight hours a day.
(„How about customer convenience?“ asks one not-with-the-program American journalist? „If he
wants to, a customer can generally
get to the stores during regular
working hours,“ Schulte replies.)
Schulte‘s constituent unions have
taken his message to heart. In
early February, IG Metall--one of
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the four unions whose wage settlements create a domino effect of
upward cost-of-living adjustments
for all unionized workers in the
country--entered salary negotiations demanding a 6.5 percent pay
hike.
The second Germany is that of
the less formal sector--the one
that escapes elaborate regulation.
This is the economy of the Pergamon late-night restaurant on
Berlin‘s Friedrichstrasse a block
north of Unter den Linden, the
Times Square of Central Europe.
Over the course of an hour, only
one table gets taken--by a party
of two. The two patrons between
them order a Turkish meat pie, a
cheeseburger, an iced tea, a bottle
of German beer so large it practically has to be rolled to the table on
a hand-truck, two double espressos, and dessert. The bill comes
to seven Euros, ve dollars and
change. Somehow, that‘s supposed
to pay the rent, buy the food,
and compensate the four Turkishlooking immigrants who toil there.
Free market dogmatists would say
that something‘s got to give--that
the rst economy is strangling the
second. And the free market dogmatists are being proved right in
spades. Germany‘s growth rate has
been at zero in recent months,
dead last among the European
Union‘s 15 countries. There is economic contraction in several regions, particularly in rural eastern
Germany. The country‘s half-dozen
leading economic think tanks, of
all political ideologies, are revising
their economic forecasts downward. Last week saw the release
of January‘s unemployment gures. They had been much dreaded, and they turned out to be far
worse than anticipated. There were
326,400 new jobless, bringing the

total to 4.29 million, and the unemployment rate to 10.4 percent.
This news came just as Schroder‘s
Federal Labor Ofce was revealed
to have been falsifying statistics to
show vastly more new hiring than
is actually going on. Poor Schroder: When he ended Helmut Kohl‘s
16 years of Christian Democratic
Union rule four years ago, it was
largely on the strength of a readmy-lips challenge that anyone who
cannot bring Germany‘s jobless
tally below 3.5 million deserves
to get booted. Now the Christian
Democrats are singing that same
tune. Across the fa ade of the CDU
party headquarters on the western
edge of Berlin‘s Tiergarten, they
have draped a gigantic banner
reading, „How many more unemployed, Mr. Schroder?“ alongside a
tally updated daily.
What‘s more, in Bavaria‘s Minister-President Edmund Stoiber, the
Christian Democrats have a candidate who plays to the moment.
(Stoiber is actually a member of
the CDU‘s Bavarian sister party and
permanent ally, the Christian Social
Union.) Under Stoiber‘s stewardship, Bavaria has maintained booming automotive and agricultural
sectors, and has led Germany‘s
economy into new sectors such
as biotechnology. More important,
Bavaria‘s unemployment rates are
not just relatively low by German
standards, but low in absolute
terms--roughly 5 percent across
the state, and under half that in
the vicinity of Munich.
Stoiber will also be helped by a
record of skepticism towards open
immigration. He is not the xenophobe that he‘s often cast as
in the foreign press; during an
interview in a Munich restaurant
two years ago, he spent more
time bragging about the aggres-

siveness with which Bavaria prosecuted racially motivated hate
crimes than he did on his favorite
theme of bogus asylum applications. But with Germany receiving
over half of Europe‘s asylum-seekers, such positions will win votes
no matter how modestly or gently
they‘re enunciated. And at a time
when Germany‘s connection to
Mohamed Atta and other perpetrators of the September 11 attacks
is giving citizens the jitters, toughon-crime messages are bound to
fall on sympathetic ears. In the
Hamburg legislative elections the
week after the World Trade Center
attacks, Judge Ronald Schill (a
hitherto little-known crank nicknamed „Judge Merciless“) saw his
new party (which no one had even
bothered to name) enter the citystate‘s government with 20 percent
of the vote. That Stoiber‘s nomination will provide aid and comfort
to Germany‘s small but worrisome
hard right appears unlikely. On the
contrary, he provides enough of
an alternative to Schroder to slow
the movement to splinter parties,
which tend to drum up recruits
around ad hoc grievances in the
months before elections.
Stoiber won the nomination in
a hard-fought backroom battle
against the CDU‘s most popular
politician, party chief Angela
Merkel. Merkel is respected inside
and outside the ranks for her
cleanup of various Kohl-era nancial scandals. Moreover, as the most
prominent national politician from
the Neue Lander (East Germany),
she was touted as the party‘s best
chance of bringing vast new coalitions into its fold.
But under the circumstances, the
party reckoned the Neue Lander
would take care of themselves.
Unemployment is at 20 percent in
parts of the old East--quite a feat,
considering that the region‘s cities
on average have lost a third of their
population in the last decade.

No one questions that the East
is where the swing voters are.
Schroder and Stoiber have both
done their splashiest early campaigning there. But after Helmut
Kohl‘s nation-sweeping landslide
in 1990, the year of unication,
eastern voters have become predictably unpredictable. Cut off from
the memories of church and union
hall that create multigenerational
party loyalties among western
voters, they tend to embrace a
fairly simple throw-the-bums-out
ethic. Schroder‘s Social Democrats
won the region solidly in 1998,
but polls show that, were the election held today, they would fall to
third, behind the Christian Democrats and the ex-Communist party
of Democratic Socialism.

national center-left--whose ascendancy over Western democracies
began to crumble with the election of Bush, and continued with
Silvio Berlusconi‘s rise to power
in Italy--will take another casualty.
For Schroder is at low ebb, in a
situation not dissimilar to the one
Bill Clinton faced in 1994. Like Clinton, he is a deft enough politician
that no one should count him out.
But given the dire state into which
he has driven the economy, deftness may not count for much.
Christopher Caldwell is a senior
editor at The Weekly Standard.

Europe complicates the Social
Democrats‘ problems. It was Germany that insisted in the mid1990s on tough budget-balancing
requirements for European Union
member states, limiting budget
decits to 3 percent. Now it‘s Germany, the economic basket case of
Europe, that is closest to busting
those budget caps, with decits
of 2.6 percent--so stimulus pakkages are out of the question. Germany cannot even afford to honor
its economic commitments to a
common European military. The
post-Kosovo plan to jointly fund
and order 73 Airbus military transport planes was the brainchild of
German defense minister Rudolf
Scharping. But now that Germany‘s
seven partner states have approved the deal, Germany is $3 billion
short, and nds it politically impossible to vote the remaining money.
The contract is on hold.
Schroder has until September to
nd about a million jobs. In a recession economy where daily wages
approach the average annual
income of Malaysians, that will
be quite a task. If Schroder can
either create or (more likely) credibly promise such jobs, he will
be reelected. If he can‘t, the interwww.berlin-warsaw.de 27

Encountering ghosts of history in Warsaw, Berlin
by Albert Eisele, published in „The Hill“ on
January 23, 2002
WARSAW - The ghosts of history
hang heavily over this Polish capital, just like the icy fog that obscures the city‘s tallest building, the
750-foot high Palace of Culture and
Science, during much of January.
Built in 1951-55, this symbol of
Soviet domination was a gift to the
Polish people from Joseph Stalin.
But today, it stands as an anachronistic monument to the Cold
War and the collapse of communism 13 years ago, so ugly that
many Poles would like to see it
demolished. Last week, however,
another Russian leader with a far
different worldview, President Vladimir Putin, brought a more welcome gift to the Polish people.
In his rst ofcial visit to Eastern
Europe, Putin not only gave his
blessing to Poland‘s efforts to join
an expanded European Union but
also promised to work constructively with the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO), which Poland
joined in 1999. The former KGB
ofcer also laid owers at a memorial to Poland_s Home Army, which
fought against German and Soviet
invaders during the 1939-45 war
that killed 7 million Poles, including
3 million Polish Jews. The Poles,
who are steeped in their tragic
history, regarded Putin‘s gesture as
an important gesture of friendship,
according to Polish Prime Minister
Leszek Miller. I was among a group
of American journalists who met
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with Miller during a weeklong visit
to Warsaw and Berlin last week,
sponsored by the Robert Bosch
Foundation and organized by the
Institute for Foreign Cultural Relations in Stuttgart, Germany. Miller
had just returned from Washington, where President Bush assured
him of continued U.S. economic
and military assistance. They also
discussed the possible sale of F-16
ghter aircraft to the Polish air
force, according to other Polish
ofcials. The two visits were not
unrelated. Both were triggered by
the thaw in U.S.-Russian relations
following the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks on America. They were
also directly related to Poland‘s
efforts to rebuild its economy and
become a bridge between East and
West after Lech Walesa‘s Solidarity movement led the way to independence in 1989. Christopher Hill,
the U.S. ambassador to Poland,
said the Bush administration sees
Poland as the key to fostering
democracy and market capitalism
in Eastern Europe. „It was no accident that President Bush chose
Warsaw to lay out his view of
expanding the role of NATO“ after
his visit to Moscow last summer,
explained Hill. Earlier in the week,
we met in Berlin with the new U.S.
ambassador to Germany, former
Sen. Dan Coats (R-Ind.), who told
us that the United States, like Germany, supports Poland‘s bid to

become one of 10 new members
of the 12-nation European Union.
He noted that the United States
is the third largest direct investor
in Poland, behind Germany and
France. Coats wisely declined to
comment on Germany‘s general
election next fall, but it‘s clear
that its outcome will bear heavily
on Poland‘s bid to join the European Community. Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder is committed to
helping Poland make the transition from communist satellite to
capitalist cohort, but it‘s not clear
how his opponent, Edmund Stoiber,
the deeply conservative premier of
Bavaria, feels about removing barriers to immigration from the East.
What is clear is that the election will
turn on economic issues. (It‘s the
economy, dummkopf!) Germany‘s
economy expanded at its slowest
rate in nearly a decade in 2001,
and unemployment has risen to
nearly 4 million, even as Europe
makes a smooth transition to the
single currency Euro. After all,
Warsaw‘s Palace of Culture and
Science sports ads for German
companies like Siemens, and the
former Polish Communist Party
headquarters now houses a stock
exchange. Forces of historic change
are sweeping across the at Polish
landscape, and, unlike the past,
they augur well for the long-suffering Poles.

A Euro-sceptic looks at Europe
by Albert Eisele, The Hill

America’s strong response to the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks and President Bush’s decision to spend
whatever it takes to beef up homeland security and help the economy
recover from recession underlines
the fact that there has been a
spectacular shift in the international balance of power since he took
ofce a year ago.
The foreign and domestic spending
priorities outlined in the budget
Bush will send to Congress next
week merely afrms what has
become apparent to every world
leader from Kabul to the Kremlin,
even before Sept. 11 and its aftermath: that the United States stands
alone as the world’s only superpower.
No one disputes that American
military might, political muscle and
domination of world nancial markets — even in the face of the
Enron debacle — are unchallenged
at the outset of the 21st century.
This was brought home to me
during a recent reporting trip to
Germany and Poland, where leading ofcials in both countries gave
a group of American journalists an
optimistic assessment of Europe’s
ongoing unication as it seeks to
add 10 new members from central and eastern Europe to the
12-nation European Union (EU).
Indeed, the surprisingly smooth
introduction of Europe’s new single

currency, the euro, augurs well for
the proposed expansion. European
leaders boast that with more than
300 million citizens even before
expansion, the EU represents an
economic power greater than the
United States.
There no question that the consequences of Europe’s nal break
from national currencies is historic,
but I don’t think the EU’s economic power translates into comparable political and military power.
Call me a Euro sceptic, but I’m
convinced that the internal stresses and strains and age-old nationalistic rivalries — which former
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright dismissed as the “Euromess”
— will prevent Europe from becoming more than the sum of its
parts for many years to come.
Case in point: Germany, which has
Europe’s biggest and most vibrant
economy and has been the driving
force for European integration and
expansion, is struggling through an
economic downturn that threatens
the reelection prospects of Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder, leader of
the center-right government.
Unemployment among Germany’s
82 million people has been rising
for the past year and is now close
to 4 million, well above the 3.5
million Schroeder promised by this
year, and, unlike Bush, he can’t
resort to decit spending without
violating the limit set by the EU of

keeping budget decits to 3 percent or less of gross domestic products. So far, Germany has seen
little economic benet from the
more than 800 billion deutschmarks it has spent to rebuild the
former East Germany since the
Berlin Wall came down in 1989.
As a result, Schroeder faces a stiff
challenge in the September general election from Edmund Stoiber,
the deeply conservative premier of
Bavaria, whose booming economy
could help him become the rst
chancellor from the predominantly
Catholic southern state of 12 million people, Germany’s largest in
area.
Despite the prediction of German
Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer
that the upcoming election ght
“will be good for Germany,” I
suspect it will only highlight the
deep divisions that have plagued
Europe throughout history.
Meanwhile, there is little danger
that a unied and expanded
Europe, whether led by Germany,
France or Great Britain, will achieve
the political or military power to
rival the United States, even as
its economic strength continues to
grow. In sum, Europe still matters,
but not as much as the Europeans
like to think.

Albert Eisele is editor of The Hill.
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Visits Ambassador Dan Coats
by Lucy Himstedt,VP & GM WFIE TV, Jill Seiler, web producer

50 American journalists, including
WFIE Vice President and General
Manager Lucy Himstedt, along with
fteen German colleagues were
invited to take part in what was
called „Alumni Conference BerlinWarsaw“ January 12-18.
The purpose of the conference was
to promote trans-Atlantic exchange
and generate interest among the
American media in the expansion
of the European Union.
Those invited were alumni of a
number of trans-Atlantic exchange
programs for journalists. Lucy was
invited as an alumni of the Radio &
Television News Directors Foundation and the RIAS Berlin Commission exchange in 1999.
The itinerary of the conference
included a visit to the capital of Germany (which is already a member
of the European Union) and the
capital of Poland (which is in the
process of joining the EU).
Among those the group visited,
were German Chancellor Gerhard
Schröder, German Foreign Minister
Joschka Fischer, and Poland‘s new
Prime Minister Leszek Miller. We
had a reception with German President Johannes Rau at his residence.
And we had breakfast with former
Indiana Senator Daniel Coats, who
is the new U.S. Ambassador to
Germany.
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Coats arrived in Germany just four
days before the September 11th
attacks. He calls Germany‘s participation in the military action of
Operation Enduring Freedom „a
historic step for Gemany.“
He says he is privileged to be in
Germany at a time of very signicant transition from what he called
„World War II policy to 21st century policy.“ Coats was asked to
comment on the fact that at least
portion of the September 11th
attack planning occurred in Germany. Coats responded by saying
that in Germany the planning was
underway by people who appeared
to be model citizens - showing up
for class, working, going to the
mosque. In that regard, Germany
is no more to blame for not detecting that action than America is
because here they took ight lessons and wanted to know how to
y but not to take off and land
and no one was overly alarmed
about that. Coats said, „Rather
than point the nger of blame, we
should learn whatever lessons we
can learn.“
Coats was sworn in as U.S.
Ambassador to the Federal Republic of Germany on August 15,
2001. Ambassador Coats represented Indiana in the U.S. Senate
from 1989 to 1999, and in the
U.S. House of Representatives from
1981 to 1988.

A New German Problem?
by John B. Judis, The New Republic
BERLIN, GERMANY
The most important election this
year isn‘t in November. It will take
place on September 22.
And it‘s going to happen in
Germany.It‘s the election for chancellor, pitting Gerhard Schröder,
the incumbent, against Edmund
Stoiber, president of the Bavarian
State. On the surface, it looks like
just another contest between a
liberal (Schröder) and a conservative (Stoiber) over some familiar
issue terrain: who can pull Germany out of recession. But what
is really at stake is Germany‘s willingness to open itself to Eastern
Europe and to immigrants from
Turkey and elsewhere. A Stoiber
victory could slow, if not set back,
German and European attempts to
craft a new united Europe freed
from the reactionary nationalism
that engulfed Central Europe in
conict and precipitated two world
wars.
Schröder, a Social Democrat, rst
won ofce in 1998 largely on
the strength of his promise to
reduce Germany‘s unemployment
rate. After a halting start, he began
cutting away the thicket of regulations that has blocked Germany‘s
transition from a manufacturingbased economy to a post-industrial
one more congenial to computer
startups and services. In 1999,
for instance, Schröder revised the
corporate tax code, which had
been discouraging corporate spinoffs, mergers, and the use of
venture capital. He also championed Clinton-Blair style reforms of
Germany‘s welfare state, including
a version of the Earned Income
Tax Credit, designed to encourage
people to forgo welfare benets in
favor of work. In foreign affairs,
Schroeder has been a strong internationalist. Schröder‘s Foreign Minister, popular Green Party leader
Joschka Fischer, has been the

continent‘s most outspoken proponent of a united Europe with a
common currency and open borders. He also led the calls for NATO
intervention in the Balkans and
Afghanistan.
Schroeder‘s attempts to modernize the German economy have
sometimes put him at odds with
Germany‘s large industrial unions,
which are powerful not only within
the Social Democratic Party but the
nation as a whole. More ominously,
Schroeder had promised to reduce
unemployment from 4 million to
3.5 million in his rst term. But
with the election just months away,
unemployment is nearly back to 4
million again. This leaves the door
open for Stoiber.
Stoiber, the leader of Bavaria‘s Christian Social Union, will run as the
candidate of the Christian Democrats, Germany‘s powerful conservative party. But he is not your
typical Anglo-American conservative. As I learned during an interview two years ago with Stoiber,
he rejects any comparison with
Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher. „We have a much closer social
network here than in the United
States or Britain,“ he told me.
Indeed, Stoiber is best understood
as a cross between former Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis and conservative commentator
Pat Buchanan.
For example, Stoiber might do more
to preserve Germany‘s social democratic relations than Schroeder
would. He has rejected proposals
to weaken Germany‘s restrictions
on retail sales. (Stores must close
on Saturday afternoon and on Sundays and by 8 p.m. on weekdays.) These restrictions have
helped to undermine Germany‘s
service sector, yet they remain dear

to storeowners and their unionized
workers. As governor of Bavaria
since 1992, Stoiber has displayed
a liberal corporatist streak reminiscent of Dukakis. He has generously
bestowed funds on hi-tech local
industries and startups, while working to harmonize relations between business and labor. Bavaria
has prospered under his reign;
even today, its unemployment is
just 5.8 percent, compared to 9.6
percent for the country as a whole.
In the upcoming German election,
Stoiber will run on his revolution
in „laptops and lederhosen“ in the
same way that Dukakis ran in his
1988 presidential bid on the „Massachusetts miracle.“
But in other respects Stoiber is
more reminiscent of a rightwing
populist and nationalist like Buchanan. Stoiber, a protégé of the archauthoritarian Franz Josef Strauss,
is a Bavarian and German nationalist who has consistently opposed
attempts to liberalize German immigration policy. Two years ago, when
the European Union put political
sanctions on Austria for including
anti-immigrant, Nazi sympathizer
Jorg Haider in its government,
Stoiber opposed the EU sanctions.
And while Stoiber tried to distance
himself from Haider‘s Nazi-friendly
statements, his government invited
Austrian ofcials to visit Bavaria.
As he campaigned for the Christian
Democrat nomination against the
more socially liberal Angel Merkel,
he declared his opposition to more
immigration to Germany. „With 4.3
million unemployed, we can‘t have
more foreign workers coming to
Germany,“ he said.
Stoiber has also quarreled with
EU plans to expand and include
former Soviet bloc countries in
the East, taking particular exception to the establishment of the
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same open borders between Germany and Eastern Europe that now
prevail among existing EU countries. (Schroeder and Fischer have
argued that Poland‘s entry into the
EU is critical to the normalization
of relations between the two countries.) If Stoiber wins, he would
likely align Germany with Silvio
Berlusconi, the Italian Prime Minister and Euroskeptic.
And he could very well win, thanks
to support from a most impro-

bable quarter--the former East Germany. In 1998, the East Germans,
then suffering from 17 percent
unemployment, gave Schröder his
margin of victory over Christian
Democrat Helmut Kohl. But unemployment is back to 17 percent
again, and East Germans, worried
about Polish immigration, seem
sufciently angry that they might
just vote for Stoiber, even though
Stoiber has frequently objected to
Bavaria‘s tax moneys being transferred to the East. If the East Ger-

mans do that, they could throw the
election to Stoiber--thus plunging
Germany, and Europe, into troubled waters.
JOHN B. JUDIS is a senior editor at TNR.

DON‘T BE AFRAID OF THE EURO.
by John B. Judis, The New Republic

The euro‘s launch on January rst
of this year didn‘t make the cover
of a single major American business magazine.
The New Republic‘s own Andrew
Sullivan summed up the prevailing
view on this side of the Atlantic:
It was a „substantive non-event.“
Those who didn‘t ignore the euro
altogether predicted its dramatic
failure. George Will declared that
it „will not `work,‘ even understanding that narrowly as producing
economic efciency.“ And National
Journal columnist Clive Crook compared Europe‘s adoption of the
euro to Argentina‘s „adventures in
monetary union.“ The ridicule was
near unanimous.
It was also probably wrong. In fact,
the euro‘s launch could easily prove
the most important economic event
of the decade. While it may not invigorate Germany‘s slumping service
sector or turn Naples into a postindustrial metropolis, it could solve
some of the continent‘s most deepseated economic problems and put
Europe on a path toward sustained growth. And if it does, the
euro‘s introduction may dramatically alter the balance of economic
power between the United States
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and Europe. In years to come,
Americans could even look back
wistfully on the rst of this year as
the moment when world economic
leadership began to pass quietly
from the United States of America
to the united states of Europe.
The euro will benet Europe‘s economies by making cross-border
trade and investment a lot easier
and a lot more attractive. For centuries, European nations have done
much of their trade with each other,
but they have been hampered by
tolls, tariffs, and competing currencies. And while the formation of
the Common Market in 1958 began
to knock down trade barriers, it
did nothing to eliminate the inefciencies caused by currency differences: Banks, businesses, and
individuals still had to swap currencies--which meant paying transaction costs--to exchange goods and
services. In addition, businesses
planning investments or contracting for goods in other European
nations had to guess whether uctuating exchange rates would alter
the values of their investments
or purchases. Every investment
entailed a hidden risk. The euro eliminates both that uncertainty and

those transaction costs. According
to Daniel Gros and Niels Thygesen, authors of European Monetary
Integration, the savings could run
as high as 2 percent of total GDP-or about $150 billion in 2001.
Moreover, Crook‘s comparisons notwithstanding, the euro will actually
protect the nations of the European Union (EU) from Argentina‘s
fate. Argentina‘s economy went
into a tailspin precisely because
it xed its currency inexorably to
the U.S. dollar after joining a freetrade zone, Mercosur, with countries whose currencies were not
pegged to the dollar. When Brazil,
one of the Mercosur countries,
devalued its currency, the Brazilian real, against the dollar in
1999, Brazil‘s exports became cheaper and Argentina‘s more expensive. Argentina‘s trade decit grew,
fueling unemployment and setting
the stage for last December‘s collapse. Thanks to the euro, the
same thing can‘t happen to the
members of the EU‘s free-trade
zone--because they use the same
currency. Italy, in other words,
can‘t devalue its currency at Spain‘s
expense (or vice versa).

Other critics argue that since the
euro countries now share a
common interest rate and must
limit decit spending to 3 percent of
GDP under EU rules, countries suffering high unemployment during a
recession won‘t be able to use scal
or monetary policy to stimulate
their economies. This ignores the
fact that the EU‘s decit-spending
rules contain loopholes for such
an eventuality. But more importantly, it ignores the fact that while
this may be a problem, it would
have been a problem even without
the euro. After all, running decits
to ght unemployment has never
been a trouble-free proposition:
Countries that did so in the preeuro regime risked sparking a run
on their currency. And the adoption
of the euro creates a new way for
EU nations to ght unemployment,
enabling them to do what the New
Deal accomplished for the United
States in the 1930s. To combat
the Great Depression, the U.S.
government used unemployment
insurance to transfer income (and
consumer demand) from lowunemployment states in the North
to high-unemployment states in
the Deep South. Similarly, EU
economists--thanks to the union‘s
new common currency--are now
considering continent-wide unemployment programs that would
transfer funds from low-unemployment countries in the North to
high-unemployment countries in
the South.
But the euro‘s impact will be felt in
the United States as well--because
it may come at the expense of
the dollar. Through the euro, European countries could come to enjoy
the power and economic advantage that the United States gained
when the dollar became the world‘s
currency. In 1944 the Bretton
Woods conference xed the dollar
as the ofcial international
currency--pegged at $35 for an
ounce of gold--and set values for
all other currencies in relation to it.

And though the United States abandoned the Bretton Woods system
in 1971 and let the dollar oat in
relation to other currencies, the
dollar has continued to function
as the main international reserve
currency, as well as the most
common currency for trade and
investment. Countries that do not
accept escudos or krona as payment usually accept dollars, and
keep dollars in their central bank as
a reserve fund in case of a nancial crisis.
The dollar‘s unique status has
helped lubricate world trade, but
it has also bestowed particular
advantages on the United States.
As long as countries are willing
to keep dollars as their reserve
currency, the United States can
run huge current-account decits
(about $400 billion in 2000) without being subject to the scal
discipline that other nations must
endure. (The „current account“
consists of whatever Americans
spend on foreign goods and
services--including spending by
military and other government operations abroad--minus whatever
foreigners spend on our goods and
services.) If Thailand, for example,
runs current-account decits in its
baht, it has to counteract that
through some combination of raising its interest rates, devaluing its
currency, and cutting its budget-any of which could cause recession. But the United States can run
such decits without its currency
coming under attack because the
dollar is the world‘s currency. Countries don‘t want to unload their dollars; they want to hold onto them.
So while the United States may
occasionally face pressures to raise
its interest rates or cut its budget,
as it did in the late 1970s, the
pressures are much less severe
than those faced by other countries. As a result, the United States
can simultaneously be the world‘s
greatest debtor and its most prosperous country.

Since the 1960s, European countries have bristled at the dollar‘s
privileged position. During the Vietnam War, Europeans worried that
the dollars accumulating in their
banks were causing ination and
enabling Americans to buy up European rms. Indeed, the United
States left the gold standard in
1971, partly in response to French
attempts to cash in their dollars for
gold. Since then, European nations have gradually taken steps to
cushion their national currencies
from uctuations in the dollar. In
1978 German Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt and French President
Valery Giscard d‘Estaing proposed
a European Monetary System that
would x the value of European
currencies in relation to each other;
in 1992 the EU countries decided
at Maastricht to launch the European Monetary Union and the euro;
in 1999 the currencies of all the
EU nations became convertible to
euros at a xed rate; and this year
those currencies were replaced by
the euro.
Americans may be oblivious to a
threat from the euro, but Europeans envisage it eventually rivaling or even displacing the dollar
as the world currency. In a typical
article last month heralding the
„coming of Europe,“ Die Zeit
economic columnist Wilfried Von
Herz looked forward to the euro
becoming the international „key
currency.“ To be sure, that‘s not
likely to happen anytime soon.
Today only about 13 percent of
international reserves are held in
euros, compared with 68 percent
for dollars. But if European rms
remain competitive, the preconditions do exist for the euro to reach
parity eventually. In the three years
since it was introduced on a limited
basis in 1999, the euro has come to
be used in 35 percent of all international transactions (compared to
45 percent for the dollar). It is
being widely circulated in Eastern
Europe and in the three EU counwww.berlin-warsaw.de 33

tries--Britain, Sweden, and Denmark--that have yet to join the
euro bloc but are under increasing pressure to do so. Assuming
they will eventually join, along with
Eastern Europe, the euro‘s potential strength will lie in the size of
its market: In 1999 the GDP of the
European Union accounted for 20.3
percent of world output, compared to 21.9 percent for the United
States; and its exports accounted
for 39.3 percent, compared to 14
percent for the United States. Its
population, even before the admission of Eastern Europe, is one-third
larger.
If the euro does come to rival the
dollar, the euro countries would
reap the rewards. They, too, could
export their capital around the
globe and even run trade decits
without fearing the immediate
devaluation of their currency. They
could insulate themselves from
the effects of American scal and
monetary policy: If, for example,
the United States raised interest
rates, they might not have to
immediately follow suit in order to
defend their currencies. And they
could persuade countries that now
price their goods in dollars--including the Middle Eastern oil producers--to price them in euros. That
would not only eliminate transaction costs, but also allow Europe to
establish an independent relationship with opec. And these gains for
the euro would be losses for the
dollar. If the dollar were no longer
the universal world currency, the
United States would suddenly feel
pressure to rein in its foreign
debts for fear of suffering a loss
in the dollar‘s value. And as
occurred during the Vietnam War-when American military expenditures abroad caused soaring
current-account decits--the United
States might have to worry much
more about the cost of military
operations overseas.
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There is, however, a silver lining to
this potential cloud on the American horizon. If the euro winds up
matching the dollar in international
importance, it just might foster a
more stable international economy,
and that would benet the United
States as much as anyone. During
the last two centuries, as the eminent economist historian Charles
Kindleberger has argued, global
economic stability has depended
on the existence of an all-powerful currency. The decline of the
English pound, for example, was
a factor in the onset and persistence of the Great Depression.
And since the United States abandoned the gold standard in 1971,
the world‘s economy has slowed
and has suffered periodic currency
crises--Mexico in 1994, Thailand in
1997, Russia in 1998, and Argentina last year--that have threatened political stability in key regions
of the globe. There is little chance
that the United States will regain
the absolute economic supremacy
it enjoyed after World War II-when it exported roughly twice as
many goods as it imported, and
when not just Latin America, but
Western Europe and Japan, desperately sought greenbacks. And if
the United States is unlikely to ever
again enjoy that kind of economic
superiority, it‘s even less likely that
Europe or Japan ever could.
But that doesn‘t mean the world
is condemned to instability. The
euro‘s rise may actually make it
easier to create what former
Secretary of the Treasury Robert
Rubin has called a new „global
nancial architecture.“ If in the
past a system of xed or managed
exchange rates required a single
dominant currency, but today no
currency can do the job, the best
alternative may be two dominant
currencies rather than a cacophony
of competing ones. The euro‘s
rise could essentially narrow the

eld to it and the dollar, with the
yen and the Chinese yuan playing
supporting roles. If those four parties cooperated, there‘s at least a
chance the world could return to a
xed exchange-rate regime. In the
best-case scenario, a new nancial architecture of this kind could
rule out the kind of nancial crises,
precipitated by currency speculation, that have plagued Latin America and Southeast Asia.
The euro‘s success could also
confer one other lasting benet on
the United States and the world.
European leaders have always
viewed economic integration as
a step toward greater democratic
political integration--toward what
Jean Monnet rst called a „United
States of Europe.“ Political integration (which is slated to include
Eastern Europe this decade) could
prevent the reemergence of the
national rivalries that led to centuries of war, culminating in the
world wars of the twentieth century. It would also provide the
United States, which has been
allied with Western Europe since
1945, with a more powerful democratic partner--one with which
Americans would quarrel at times,
but which would share an overriding commitment to democracy
that, say, China or Russia do not.
If a stronger democratic Europe
emerges from this avalanche of
new bank notes, America‘s opinion leaders will not only eventually take notice; they may even
smile.
JOHN B. JUDIS is a senior editor at TNR.

You‘re Going to Love the Euro
Part 1: A Pleasant Surprise for Budget-Minded Tourists
by Mark Kahler, WLWT-TV and About.com
It might be the biggest story you
didn‘t watch, hear, or read.
Germans parted company with
their beloved marks. The French
put away their familiar francs.
Citizens of twelve European Union
nations began paying their tabs in
euros on January 1, 2002.
North America yawned. There were
a few stories on the left side of
the Atlantic about Paris storekeepers who refused to deal in the
new currency. Some mass-transit
ticket machines or pay telephones
weren‘t ready for the switchover.
Glitches make news, and these
were fairly predictable.
Less than two weeks after the
changeover, I went to Europe with
a group of American journalists to
see for myself. We would speak
with German and Polish leaders
about the health and probable
expansion of the European Union.
In my mind, any such discussion
would start with integration of the
euro.
Here‘s what travelers need to
know:
Euros come in 5, 10, 20, 50, 100
and 500 banknotes. Coinage is
issued in amounts of 1, 2, 5, 10,
20 and 50. Fractions of a euro are
called cents.
If you still have marks, lira, francs
or other currencies from previous
trips, bring them along. They will
still be bought at central banks in

each country for years to come.
You will get change back in euros
for any non-euro currency you
spend.
Countries trading in euros: Austria,
Belgium, Italy, Ireland, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Portugal,
and Spain.
Countries not trading in euros: The
United Kingdom, Sweden and Denmark are all members of the European Union but have not adopted
the euro. Norway and Switzerland
are not EU members. Eastern European nations are applying for EU
membership, and could begin trading in euros as early as 2004.
Beyond the logistics, why should
budget travelers care about the
euro? The answer lies in a very
simple rule frugal travelers
embrace: change money as little
as possible.
A typical European itinerary might
take a visitor to Holland, Belgium,
France, and Germany. Home
currency had to be changed into
Dutch guilders and then exchanged
three more times. By the time any
remaining marks were traded for
home currency, no less than ve
separate transactions had taken
place. With each move, money was
lost.
Now, that same trip means a simple
exchange for euros, and a second
upon return home. Managed properly, the savings is signicant.
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„Meet Mr. Tokarski, Euro-sceptic Question of joining EU leaves Poles poles apart“
by Elizabeth Moore, NEWSDAY STAFF CORRESPONDENT,
February 24, 2002
Golub Dobrzyn, Poland - The local
butter has an acrid tang in late
winter, but Roman Tokarski is stubbornly loyal to the farm up the
road. He prefers also to slaughter
his own pig for smoked hams and
kielbasa sausage - a mark of his
dislike for the neatly packaged food
products from France and Germany that have shown up in grocery stores lately.
A master plumber in this midsized Polish town north of Warsaw,
Tokarski is fearful of Poland‘s bid
to join the European Union, an
attitude inuenced by his gloomy
assessment of what the embrace
of the West has done for his country so far, since the disintegration
of the Soviet bloc.
The once-empty stores are full of
products, but few have any money
to buy them, he says. Unemployment has skyrocketed. Tokarski
and his friends profess a lot more
faith in the Black Madonna of Czestochowa than in the preachings of
market-economy alchemists, which
they‘re certain will accelerate the
delivery of their economy into
foreign hands.
„They will buy us,“ he said, during a
luncheon of kielbasa with cabbage,
pickled wild forest mushrooms and
homemade noodles in soup. A portrait of Jesus watched over the
meal. „The new company owners
are not Polish people, and we feel
insecure. In my opinion, in a few
years, Poland will be taken piece
by piece by foreign countries, and
we will be slaves.“
It ought to be the best news to
this deeply Catholic nation since
the heyday of
the Solidarity labor movement,
whose mass deance in the 1980s
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hastened communism‘s fall: The
European Union is actively preparing to invite 10 former Easternbloc states as well as Malta and
Cyprus to join its wealthy club of
democracies as early as 2004, with
the open borders and expanded
trade and employment opportunities that countries from Portugal to
Finland now enjoy.
The impending membership promises to expand Europe by 100
million people, restoring a historical identity sliced in two by the Iron
Curtain. Poland, by fa r the largest
of the aspirants with 38 million
inhabitants, and Eastern Europe‘s
most
vibrant economy throughout the
‚90s, is considered the prime candidate - assuming it can upgrade
its political institutions and bring
its laws into harmo ny with the
Union.
But even as they hasten to implement the dizzying array of reforms
needed to satisfy ofcials in Brussels, advocates of Poland‘s membership nd themselves
spending just as much energy
arguing with opponents such as
Tokarski. Although current polls
indicate it would win approval if a
referendum were held
today, entry into the European
Union is the most hotly debated
topic in Poland.
Support has dipped sharply as the
economy sputtered during the past
year, strengthening opponents who
claim EU membership will destroy
Poland‘s farm-based society and
erode its national sovereignty and
values. So it is that
when the chairman of the Euro-

pean Commission visited recently,
he was pelted with eggs. So it is
that to build support for joining,
Polish prime minister Les zek Miller
traveled to the Vatican to ask for
lobbying help from Pope John Paul
II, the beloved native who helped
rally the country against Communism.
„The question of sovereignty is so
strong, and so emotional,“ said
Sen. Jerzy Jaskiernia, chairman of
the foreign affairs committee of
the Polish parliament, in an interview. „People say, ‚We just escaped
from Moscow, and now you want
to put us under Brussels?‘ Some
are not so sure we should go
this way.“ Hovering in the background is Poland‘s durable antiSemitism, which Tokarski forcefully
expressed, without prompting, to
explain his concerns about joining
the Union.
„Poland is led by Jews,“ he said.
„In the high positions, only Jews
are in power . That‘s why they
put all goods and factories in the
hands of foreign people. And
the population doesn‘t like it.“
The ghosts of Poland‘s long history
of foreign domination are equally
hard to banish. On the hill overlooking Tokarski‘s house stands
Golub Castle, built 800
years ago for the Teutonic Knights
who rode in from Germany to
subjugate this region, a fortress
later occupied by Prussian rulers.
Tokarski‘s mother was a slave
laborer under the Nazis and his
uncle died in their Auschwitz death
camp.
Russian „liberators“ extracted compensation from Poland in the decades after the war, in the form of

endless supplies of produce and
other goods. Now, Tokarski and
his neighbors say they fear they‘ll
be unable to withstand the whirlwind competition of the European
market economy - already, new
plumbing rms have begun to cut
into his business in the town.
Prompted by this history, Poland
has insisted on a 14-year moratorium on foreign ownership of its
land, prompting loud complaints
from investors.
The loudest outcry has come from
the farmers. About 20 percent of
the Polish work force are farmers,
tilling 60 percent of the land but
generating only 3.8 percent of
Poland‘s gross domestic product.
Poland‘s family farms are proving
unable to compete with Western
European agribusiness, which has
already made Poland a net importer of food products.
Bitter protests by small farmers
in Spain and France have led to
a system of farm subsidies that
already accounts for half the spending of the European Union. But
there are more Polish farmers than
in all EU countries combined. The
EU wants to start Poland and other
candidates out with farm subsidies
at just 25
percent of what Western members
get, a proposal that prompted farmers to picket its Warsaw ofces
earlier this month. Hungary, the
Czech Republic and other candidates have joined Poland in demanding more.
„Surely you have too many people
in the rural areas,“ said Jaskiernia, who represents a mountainous
southeastern district. „But if we
tell them it‘s impossible to keep so
many people in agriculture, they
ask us, ‚What do you have for us?
What can we do?‘“

Poland‘s growth hit the skids last
year, slowing to less than 1 percent, while unemployment averages 18 percent. It is higher in
farming regions.

union. So does her sweetheart,
Pawel Sochaski, who will get his
architecture degree this summer
and is sure there are good jobs
waiting for him in Germany.

„Every day on the news they say
how many people froze to death
because of the bad weather,“ said
Tokarski‘s neighbor Maria Niedzwiedzka, who has been a social
worker since the late 1970s. When
she started on the job, social workers beat the bushes looking for
people to assist. Now, she said,
they have to keep tightening their
eligibility rules because too many
people are applying for help . There
are not enough shelters to house
the homeless these days, she said.
More than 250 people have died of
the cold in Poland this winter.
Frustration in the hinterlands boiled
over last year, leading to the
ousting of Solidarity from the Sejm,
or parliament, and the overnight
emergence of the conservative
League of Polish Families, which
won 7 percent of the Sejm‘s seats
on a platform opposing the European Union. Another newcomer
is the Self-Defense Party, a populist movement led by pig farmer
Andrzej Lepper, which won 10 percent of its seats. Lepper has railed
against what he called the selfdealing and corruption of Poland‘s
urban elites, accusing several top
ofc ials of bribe-taking in a nationally televised speech from the
oor of the Sejm. Lep per was
impeached, stripped of his parliamentary immunity and now is
being tried for slander. Nevertheless, the media have openly questioned who is paying for all the
fancy cars parked in government
lots.
Tokarski‘s pessimism about the
future is not shared by his children.
Daughter Arleta, a college student,
has made pilgrimages to Czestochowa, Poland‘s most revered
shrine, but also to the United
States, and she believes in the

Miller knows a lot may be riding
on the speed with which Poland
climbs out of the economic doldrums and on the success of a
Western-style economic stimulus
package he unveiled last month.
„All our efforts are directed to
attain this goal,“ the prime minister said then . „Either we enter
the European Union, either we
join the family of nations with t
he most efcient economies, longstanding democratic traditions and
high standards
... or we nd ourselves on the periphery of Western civilization. Then
we shall be lost.“
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Der fremde Nachbar
by Lennart Paul, Berliner Morgenpost

Polen ist einer von zehn Bewerbern
um die EU-Mitgliedschaft für 2004
- Doch die Politiker müssen noch
viel Überzeugungsarbeit leisten
Kurz hinter dem Grenzübergang
nach Polen bleibt die Begeisterung
für Europa auf der Strecke. Die
60 deutschen und US-amerikanischen Journalisten, die auf Einladung von acht Stiftungen und
Organisationen durch das künftige
geograsche Zentrum der Europäischen Union, durch Deutschland
und Polen, reisen, merken den
Unterschied. In den vergangenen
Tagen hatten sie in Berlin erfahren: In Deutschland ist zwar die
Europhorie vorüber, geblieben aber
ist die Zufriedenheit darüber, an
einem historischen Moment teilgehabt zu haben. Dieses Gefühl eint
alle Altersgruppen – eine kollektive
positive Erfahrung, wie es sie seit
dem Mauerfall nicht gab.
In Polen jedoch, das laut EU-Erweiterungsplan im Jahr 2004 gemeinsam mit neun anderen Staaten in
die Europäische Union aufgenommen werden könnte, beherrscht
Skepsis über den Sinn eines Beitritts die Diskussion. Auch wenn
neue Umfragen knapp 60 Prozent
der Polen als EU-Befürworter ausweisen, so ist dieses Ja zur Union
häuger von Einsicht in die Notwendigkeit als von Begeisterung
getragen.
In die Bahn nach Warschau steigen
in Slubice, der ersten Station auf
polnischer Seite, Vater und Tochter
ein. Die Tochter, Mitte Dreißig, hat
schon Euro im Portmonee. Sie führt
in Slubice ein Hotel und behauptet: Seit der Euro da ist, kommen
weniger Gäste. Warum das so ist,
kann sie nicht erklären. Aber dass
ein schneller Beitritt zur EU Polen
kein Glück brächte, da ist sie sich
sicher. „Schauen Sie, das ging alles
so schnell für uns in den letzten
zehn Jahren. Jetzt sind wir in der
NATO. Da sind wir doch schon
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fest mit dem Westen verbunden.“
In ihren Augen sind die Unterschiede zwischen Polen und den
Ländern der EU in wirtschaftlicher
und struktureller Hinsicht noch viel
zu groß. Vor allem glaubt sie an
einen Niedergang der polnischen
Landwirtschaft im Falle eines EUBeitritts: „Das würde dann doch
alles von Brüssel aus bestimmt
werden, wie viel wir produzieren
dürfen und wie viele Menschen
in der Landwirtschaft arbeiten
dürfen.“
Die polnischen Politiker wissen,
dass sie noch viel Überzeugungsarbeit leisten müssen. Schließlich
sollen schon im Dezember beim
EU-Gipfel in Kopenhagen die Verhandlungen mit den zehn Beitrittskandidaten abgeschlossen werden.
2003 dann plant die sozialdemokratische Regierung Polens, das
Referendum zum Beitritt durchzuführen. Sollte die Mehrheit der
Polen mit Nein stimmen, wäre
dies bindend. 2004 könnte dann
Polen Mitglied der EU sein - gemeinsam mit Tschechien, der Slowakei,
Lettland, Estland, Litauen, Slowenien, Ungarn, Zypern und Malta.
Und trotz hoher Arbeitslosigkeit (in
diesem Monat mit 13,6 Prozent
die höchste seit drei Jahren) und
schwacher Wirtschaftsdaten glauben alle daran, dass Polen zur
ersten Gruppe der Beitrittsstaaten
gehören wird. Zu bedeutend ist
das Land wegen seiner Größe,
seiner Einwohnerzahl von 39 Millionen oder auch seiner Verbindungen
zur Ukraine. Aus deutscher Sicht
besteht vor allem die historische
Verpichtung aus dem Zweiten
Weltkrieg, den Polen die europäische Integration so leicht wie möglich zu machen.
Einig wie in keiner anderen Frage
sind sich deshalb die deutschen
Politiker in der Frage der EU-Osterweiterung. Bundeskanzler Gerhard
Schröder (SPD), die CDU-Parteivor-

sitzende Angela Merkel und Bundesauáenminister Joschka Fischer
(B 90/Grüne) betonten gegenüber
den amerikanischen und deutschen
Journalisten, die Aufnahme der osteuropäischen Staaten müsse konsequent betrieben werden. „Polen
wird keinen politischen Rabatt
erhalten, aber natürlich in der
ersten Gruppe dabei sein“, ist Gerhard Schröder überzeugt. „Es gibt
keine Alternative zu der Erweiterung“, sagt Fischer. „Denn ohne
Erweiterung steuerten wir auf ein
erneut geteiltes Europa zu.“ Für
Angela Merkel ist wichtig, dass die
alten Mitgliedsstaaten die Erweiterung auch als Chance begreifen. Im
deutschen Einigungsprozess hätten
die Westdeutschen nicht ausreichend erkannt, welche Bereicherung sie durch die Ostdeutschen
erfahren konnten: „Die Europäische
Union tut sich genau so schwer wie
damals Westdeutschland zu erkennen, dass die Erweiterung beiden
Seiten Gewinn bringen könnte.“
Einig sind sich die deutschen Spitzenpolitiker auch, wenn es um die
Übergangsfristen für die Beitrittsländer geht. Zu groß ist in Deutschland, aber auch in Österreich die
Sorge, dass Millionen Polen, Tschechen oder Ungarn im Westen Arbeit
suchen, sobald sie freien Zugang
zum EU-Arbeitsmarkt haben. Deshalb soll über eine siebenjährige
Zugangsbeschränkung, beginnend
mit dem Tag des Beitritts, nachgedacht werden - eine Position,
die nicht nur von den deutschen
Parteien, sondern natürlich auch
von den Gewerkschaften vertreten wird. In der EU jedoch sind
vor allem diejenigen Länder gegen
lange Übergangsfristen, die kaum
Zuwanderung aus Osteuropa zu
befürchten haben. „Wenn ich im
Mittelmeer den Stöpsel rausziehen könnte und die Nordafrikaner
kämen trockenen Fußes nach Spanien oder Italien, würden diese

Länder auch eine andere Diskussion führen“, sagt dazu der DGBVorsitzende Dieter Schulte, der sich
besonders stark für die Übergangsfristen macht. Er beteuert auch,
man wolle keine neuen Gräben zwischen West- und Osteuropa aufreißen. Aber solch eine Übergangsfrist
trüge zur Stabilität der gesamten
Union bei.
Die polnischen Politiker wollen
langfristige Beschränkungen für
den Arbeitsmarkt verhindern - aber
nicht um jeden Preis. Um den
Beitritt nicht scheitern zu lassen,
wären sie zu weitgehenden Kompromissen bereit.
Danuta Hübner, Staatssekretärin
und Vorsitzende des Ausschusses
für polnische Integration, erachtet
die protektionistischen Maßnahmen jedoch als überüssig. Sie ist
sich sicher: „Der größte Teil der
Arbeiterwanderung von Polen nach
Deutschland hat schon stattgefunden.“ Hübner verlässt sich bei ihrer
Einschätzung weniger auf Umfragen denn auf Charakteristika der
polnischen Mentalität: „Die Polen
sind sehr verbunden mit ihrer
Heimat. Man zieht bei uns nicht
so einfach um.“ Die polnischen
Politiker argumentieren in erster
Linie nicht aus ökonomischen Gründen gegen Übergangsfristen. Sie
wissen, dass sie bei einem Referendum schlechtere Karten haben,
wenn sie den Polen erklären
müssen: Ihr könnt jetzt EU-Bür-

ger werden. Aber dieselben Rechte
erhaltet ihr erst in sieben Jahren.
Doch größere Sorgen als der freie
Zugang zum EU-Arbeitsmarkt
bereitet den Polen die Ostgrenze
ihres Landes. Denn die dort zu
erwartende Zuwanderung aus Ländern wie Russland, Weißrussland
und der Ukraine dürfte größer sein
als die Abwanderung polnischer
Arbeiter. Und die Hoffnung, dass
zumindest die Ukraine in wenigen
Jahren in die EU folgen könnte,
hegt in Polen niemand. Für die
Polen bedeutet dies: Sie müssen
auf nicht absehbare Zeit einen
Spagat vollziehen. Sie müssen die
Grenzkontrollen nach Osten verschärfen und zugleich den guten
Kontakt zu ihren östlichen Nachbarn ausbauen. Denn Polen wird
in den kommenden Jahren zum
wichtigsten Bindeglied zwischen
der Europäischen Union und dem
restlichen Osteuropa werden. Eine
große Aufgabe für ein Land, das
noch auf dem Weg zu politischer
und ökonomischer Stabilität ist.
„Wir wollen in keinem Fall, dass
wieder ein eiserner Vorhang entsteht“, versichert der polnische
Ministerpräsident Leszek Miller. „Wir
werden uns also nicht von unseren östlichen Nachbarn abwenden.“
Doch wenn, wie der Sozialdemokrat Miller hofft, Polen spätestens
2007 den Zloty durch den Euro
ersetzt, werden die ohnehin schon
starken Wirtschaftsverbindungen in

den Westen noch wachsen.
Ein polnisches Charakteristikum
könnte unserem östlichen Nachbarn den Start in der EU zusätzlich
erschweren, im schlimmsten Fall
sogar das Referendum scheitern
lassen: der polnische Nationalstolz.
Jahrhundertelang von fremden
Mächten beherrscht, war Widerstand gegen die Besatzer gleichbedeutend mit der Liebe zur Nation.
Die Umfragen zeigen, dass viele
Polen die Sorge plagt, nach kaum
mehr als einem Jahrzehnt der Souveränität wieder in einen Staatenbund einzutreten. Deshalb macht
Leszek Miller eines deutlich: „Wir
Polen favorisieren ein Zukunftsmodell der Europäischen Union mit
einer größeren nationalen Identität, wie es Lionel Jospin vorgeschlagen hat.“
Eine andere nationale Eigenschaft
könnte jedoch beim Referendum
den Ausschlag für Zustimmung
zum EU-Beitritt geben: die Verehrung des Papstes. „Die Liebe der
Polen zum Papst könnte uns helfenc, sagt Miller. „Ich habe mit dem
Papst gesprochen, und er wünscht
sich sehr, dass Polen in der ersten
Runde der EU-Erweiterung dabei
ist. Seine Bischöfe tragen diese
Botschaft nach Polen weiter.“ Die
Männer Gottes werden wohl die
entscheidenden Werber für die EUIntegration sein.
Lennart Paul
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No more francs, lire or marks
by Christine Preston, Daytona Beach News-Journal
Sunday, February 17, 2002
„Through the creation of the biggest common market in the world
and the introduction of a common
currency, the process of economic
integration is, for the time being
-- and I stress those words -complete.“

Europe had a common currency.

-- German Federal Chancellor Gerhard Schroder, from his government declaration on Oct. 18, 2001,
at the German Bundestag (Parliament).

In Germany, where our journalists‘
group was based, retailers are still
accepting marks until the end of
February, but are returning change
in euros. After the end of February,
marks can be exchanged at State
Central Banks.

The chancellor‘s remarks were offered as an assurance to apprehensive residents of member states of
the European Union, where on Jan.
1 the euro became legal tender.
At that time, European citizens
were worried because conversion
to the new currency means change.
More change.
Europe had made its way through
many transitions over the last 60
years and most especially during
the last decade.
Now, new money.
And this new currency is stirring
anxiety about security. Once again,
each country in the EU is giving up
a little bit more of its sovereignty
and identity.
No more marks, francs or lire.
The euro will alter the way business is conducted and the way the
rest of the world views Europe.
It replaces existing currencies in
the 12 participating countries: Ireland, the Netherlands, Belgium,
Luxembourg, France, Austria, Portugal, Spain, Italy, Greece, Finland
and Germany.
Not since the Roman Empire has
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Ushering in the new currency cost
about 40 billion euros ($35.06 billion, U.S.), a sum that has been
shared by taxpayers and busineses.

To help with the transition, Germany offered residents euro starter kits valued at 20 marks (10
euros or 23 cents) beginning in
mid-December. Larger-scale setups
were prepared for small business
owners.
But even with all the preparation,
many say the introduction of the
brand-new money into European
society has been a struggle.
We journalists talked with gover
ment ofcials and residents in
Germany and in Poland, which
is expected to join the European
Union within two years.
FROM COMMUNISM TO
CAPITLISM
Jerrard Roexler owns and operates
a small currywurst stand inside a
train station in Berlin.
Roexler, 49, has rolled with the
many changes in his native Germany over the years.
He lives in what was East Berlin
before the dividing wall came down
in 1989. Now he and thousands
like him live in Germany‘s undivided capital city.

In his former life under communist
rule, Roexler said he was just a
number. He had no political voice
and admittedly little ambition.
But once the West and all its
opportunities became visible, the
prospect of a new life where he
could earn his own way got him
moving.
He now supports his wife and
young daughter without government supplements.
Modest earnings from his stand,
which is open six days a week and
has a perpetual line of customers,
have allowed him to purchase a
comfortable apartment and a small
car.
Roexler said it took about eight
years to adjust and feel comfortable.
„It was a big step,“ Roexler said.
„My wife and I grew up depending
on goverment money and services.
When the people made the decision, the wall came down. But the
wealth of the West was not simply
handed to us.“
Roexler and his wife, Lura, made
a pact to work hard together.
They attended goverment-sponsored classes and learned how to
purchase and operate their own
business. To earn ex tra money,
Jerrard worked nights as a janitor
and Lura ran a small day-care in
their apartment.
„Only three or four children,“ she
said. „And no one had very much
money, so I didn‘t charge a lot.“
In 1995, the couple gathered their
savings and went to the bank.
About ve months later, the bank
agreed to

a small-business loan.
„We could have asked for money
from the government -something like the grants offered
in the United
States,“ Roexler said. „But we
chose to do it like this. It is better
to do it on your own.“
When their daughter began preschool, Lura had more time to help
her husband at the stand.
By mid-summer 2001, they both
had read stacks of magazine and
newspaper articles on the new euro
currency.
„It was upsetting at rst,“ Lura
said. „I don‘t know the words in
English. Maybe because we only
had began to feel as though we
knew what we were doing and
then something else -- new money,
new rules.“
The Roexlers aren‘t alone. German
retailers all over are dealing with
similar feelings.
STRESS
DENCE

FIRST,

THEN

CONF-

Hubert Scheyer is a buyer for Karstaadt, a department store in Hamburg.
In a telephone interview, Scheyersaid the anticipation was worse
than the actual event.
„The goverment was very open
with information,“ Scheyer said.
„We were given access to multiple
information sources. There were
government-issued brochures to
in-depth magazine, television and
newspaper reports on what to
expect. Our store even required us
to attend classes on the way the
change would affect us internally.“
But even with all that, the stress
was at times overwhelming.

„I think for many of us, the Dec. 31
countdown was done with the new
money in mind, not the new year,“
Scheyer said, laughing. „Now that
it is done, I think perhaps it is not
so bad.“
ANTICIPATION
POLAND

BUILDS

IN

Poland is one of several candidate
countries bidding for accession to
the European Union -- a prospect
that poses serious challenges for
the Polish public administration
sector. If the referendum is passed,
the euro currency will be introduced into the economy in 2004.
At this point, it no longer is a
question of „if“ but rather „when“
Poland joins the EU.
Candidate countries have to meet
several standards before admission. They include a guarantee of
a democratic goverment, a functioning market economy and the
capacity to deal with competitive
pressure and market forces within
the Union and the ability to take
on the obligations of membership,
including adherence to the aims of
political, economic and monetary
union.
An example of a short-term priority
for Poland is industrial restructuring: The goverment must implement changes for the steel industry
that will allow private ownership
and provide a means of viable
income for individuals.
„We have met 20 of the 29 provisions set forth for accession,“
said Professor Danuta Huebner,
Poland‘s secretary of state. „Right
now, public opinion polls show
about 60 percent of the population
will vote in favor when the referendum is up for a vote in 2003.“
It sounds easy, but with the economic growth plunging from 7 per-

cent to 1 percent over the last two
years, the challenge looms large.
Jorge Lurnczark, a tour guide in
Warsaw, said everyone knows
Poland will join the EU.
„There are factions who disagree,
but most do not question that
Poland joining the EU is in the
best interest of our country and
Europe,“ Lurnczark said. „We face
tough economic times right now.
We have a very high unemployment rate, nearly 20 percent, and
because of that many Polish people
are wary of the promises being
made for a `better‘ tomorrow.“
Converting to the euro will be
welcomed, Lurnczark predicts. „A
stable currency will offer comfort,
although I do know that a lot of
Polish people resent giving up their
own money. It would be like the
United States giving up the dollar
and instead taking up the currency
of Canada.“
But Polish Prime Minister Lezek
Miller speaks clearly and without
hesitancy when faced with questions about plunging economic
growth and rising unemployment
rates.
In a one-on-one talk with German
and American jounalists in January, Miller said Poland will join the
EU.
Miller said he knows the difculties
and feels the doubts of his fellow
countrymen. Still, he said, Poland
lived through 50 years of occupation and has proven it can sustain
itself. He said his country is ready
for this new challenge.
„Either we enter the EU and join
the family of Europe with its high
standards of civilization or we nd
ourselves lost in the peripheries of
the eastern outside,“ Miller said.
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Preston was one of 50 journalists
from the United States and 15
from Germany who participated
in the „Alumni Conference BerlinWarsaw“ in mid-January. All partici-

pants had previously taken part in
German-American exchange programs. The conference was staged
through the initiative of the Robert
Bosch Foundation and the Insti-

tute for Foreign Cultural Relations
in Stuttgart.
E-mail the author at
chris.preston@news-jrnl.com

Article on Kaliningrad
by Marsha Vande Berg, Published: The World Report,
February/March 2002 issue
Vande Berg is the editor of The
World Report and a member of the
Council on Foreign Relations. She
visited Berlin and Warsaw in midJanuary under the auspices of the
Berlin Atlantik Bruecke journalism
exchange program.
Tele: 415 441 9139/
Fax: 415 931 0768/
email: MarshaVB@earthlink.net
It’s often said that trade between
regions equals peace. So what happens if one region is a tiny enclave
controlled by the other’s former
enemy and occupier? The answer:
Trade carries on, and the two regions gamble that external circumstances keep the peace.
Such describes the relationship
today between Poland and Kaliningrad, a tiny outpost on the Baltic
Sea squeezed by Poland to the
south and Lithuania to the north.
Less than half the size of Belgium, Kaliningrad started complicating matters for the region when
the Cold War ended and Moscow
lost its satellites.
But complications also can turn up
benets. Today, Kaliningrad nds
itself in what can be described as
an enviable position of bridge between the West and Russia – and
Poland is front and center on this
new dynamic.
Poland Prime Minister Leszek Miller
said as much when he spoke with
visiting journalists immediately
after Russian President Putin’s twoday visit in mid-January in Warsaw.
Miller was clear. Poland does not
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want an iron curtain to descend on
Europe a second time. That means
improving relations with the East,
but especially with Russia.
One way to make that happen is to
step up trade and commerce with
Kaliningrad.
To that end, Miller said Polish,
Russian, Lithuanian and European
ofcials will meet in March to talk
about Kaliningrad’s “curious status”
that will continue to evolve once
Poland, becomes a member of the
EU. Lithuania also is a candidate,
albeit on a slower track to membership.
True, skeptics abound on the topic
of Poland’s entry into the EU. But
Polish leaders, bolstered by German
support, insist Poland will succeed
in meeting Brussels’ demands for
EU membership and in passing a
referendum. After all, Poland joined
NATO in 1999.
Once inside the EU, Poland can be
expected to exert inuence as well
as realize benets. With its large
land mass and population equal to
more than half of the 10 EU candidates put together, Poland is likely
to accelerate the shift in power
away from the Paris-Bonn axis
toward Berlin and a wider Europe’s
geographical heartland.
The country also can assume the
mantel of proxy broker for the West
with Russia. Because of its proximity to Russia at the same time
it is growing commercial and political ties with the EU and Germany,
in particular, Poland is poised to
play a signicant role.

(It also needs assurances of a
steady supply of Russian energy
products. One-third of Poland’s
decit today is due to deliveries of
Russian natural gas and oil.)
Enter Kaliningrad once again. Once
known as Koenigsberg and the
birthplace of philosopher Immanuel Kant, the historically German
region was ceded to Moscow at the
1945 Potsdam Conference. It was
headquarters for the Soviet Baltic
Fleet during the Cold War. When
the world around it changed yet
again in 1990, the soldiers returned home and left behind more
tanks than personnel to look after
them.
Today, the region is touted as
having the world’s largest amber
reserve. Its designation as special
economic zone should be turned
into the equivalent of “Hong Kong
of the Baltic,” says Prime Minister
Miller.
Automobile manufacturers, including BMW of Germany and Kia
of South Korea, already ship auto
parts to Kaliningrad for assembly
and resale without incurring high
import tariffs.
Meanwhile, Poland has become
Kaliningrad’s largest trading partner. According to a TASS news
agency report, nearly 450 PolishRussian enterprises are there,
representing 27 percent of all regional JVs. While Putin was in Warsaw,
Avtotor, a wholly-Russian manufacturer in Kaliningrad, was hired to
assemble 1,000 new Polish buses.
Parts for the buses, including chas-

sis, engines, transmission boxes,
axles and steering mechanisms,
will come from a Polish factory.
Nevertheless, Polish investment in
Kaliningrad remains low, hovering
around $10.8 million -- or 1.3 percent of all investments. Corruption is a problem, plus there is
still reluctance to spend zloty on
anything that suggests a long-term
investment in Russia.
Putin, for his part, appears eager
to make something of the world’s
new international alignments, post
Cold War as well as post 9/11,
2001. At one point in Warsaw, he

stopped to pay tribute to Poland’s
World War II resistors. The resistors were slaughtered by Nazis
while the Red Army watched, guns
holstered, from the far bank of the
Vistula River.
Many believe their failure to enter
Warsaw set the stage for Yalta
and the subsequent division of
Europe.
Putin’s gamble -- to win favor
and access to a growing European
market – also means potential gain
for Poland and an enlarged EU. As
trade and commerce grow, so do
the chances for lasting peace.

(As of 1999, Russian exports to the
EU already totaled 12.8 percent of
GDP. EU exports to Russia were
less than half that, or 6.1 percent,
but both sides of the trade relationship are sure to grow as the EU
enlarges eastward.)
At the same time, the West’s objective should remain clear. Draw
Russia closer to Europe and avoid
dividing the continent anew. The
strategy: Encourage Poland to seize
the opportunity of an apparent
thaw in Polish-Russian relations
and build more relationships via
Kaliningrad.

„Does Bavaria‘s Kirch want Schroeder or Stoiber?“
by Marsha Vande Berg, The World Report

Will he? Won’t he? Should he? If he
does, what will be the impact on
national elections Sept. 22? So far,
it appears he won’t, not because
it’s bad business but because it
won’t help him politically if he
does.
These are the questions being
asked in reference to Germany
Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder’s
role – if any – in helping media
mogul Leo Kirch and his Kirch
Group get out of boiling hot nancial water.
Still, the most important of the
questions is how interference at
the highest level would reverberate
among German voters, now evaluating Schroeder’s last four years
in ofce.
Precedent is instructive. In November 1999, Schroeder took to the
hustings to proclaim, “We’ve made
it!” The chancellor had stepped in
to help the nancially-stricken construction company, Philipp Holzmann, fend off bankruptcy.
Contrary to prevailing wisdom that
the market not government should
decide whether a company suc-

ceeds, Schroeder committed the
company’s creditor banks to a
restructuring plan and pledged the
government’s resources to help
facilitate the plan. He recognized
that a total of 17,000 jobs were at
stake – and that he had won election the previous year promising to
improve Germany’s unemployment
picture.
A key difference in the Kirch case
is that billions more dollars are at
stake. German banks also have said
they are not willing to lend Kirch
more money despite a scramble
by owner, Leo Kirch, a 75-year-old
media tycoon.
Just as importantly, Schroeder
recognizes a threat targeting the
Kirch Group just might translate
into a liability for Edmond Stoiber,
Bavaria’s prime minister and the
choice of Germany’s conservatives
to challenge Schroeder this fall.
According to the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, a Kirch bankruptcy
would be problematic for Stoiber
and his Christian Social Union, the
sister party to the Christian Demo-

cratic Union.
The
Bayerische
Landesbank,
Bavaria’s state-run bank, is carrying
a substantial share of Kirch’s debt.
It is also speculated that Stoiber’s
ofce was involved directly in securing the loans for Kirch.
So far, Schroeder’s ofce denies
any interest in the chancellor taking
the reins as he did in 1999 with
Holzmann construction. The chancellor himself says only that he is
watching developments with “great
interest” – since after all, jobs are
at stake.
Unemployment in Germany broke
the symbolic four million mark
recently. Schroeder knows he is
especially vulnerable on this front
because of his pledge four years
ago.
Since commercial television began
in 1984 in Germany, Kirch has
emerged as one of two commercial
enterprises and one of three players in German television. Bertelsmann AG is the other commercial
enterprise. Public broadcasting, in
which public networks ARD and
ZDF operate, is the third.
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Plugged in: Will Germany Snag the Lead in Stem-Cell Research?
by Mark Veverka, Barron‘s

It appears that President Bush‘s
half-a-loaf compromise on the
funding of embryonic stem-cell
research could export billions of
dollars in biotechnology venture
capital to Europe.
In an effort to promote the next
phase of the European Union, the
governments of Germany and
Poland recently hosted a weeklong traveling press conference.
And foreign reporters, including
this scribe, were treated to a feast
of on-the-record chats with top
German and Polish government
leaders, including German Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder and Polish
Prime Minister Leszek Miller.
Needless to say, these spirited
exchanges seldom stayed on point
and drifted into areas far aeld from
EU expansion, such as the future
relevance of NATO and how far Germany will go to support America‘s
global manhunt for Osama bin
Laden.
Occasionally, the debate even
meandered into such familiar
waters as the stock market, the
economy, and science and technology. Which brings us back to
the future of stem-cell research
in Europe, in particular Germany.
After President Bush made his
decision last year to limit federal
funding for embryonic stem-cell
research, investors in science and
technology correctly assumed that
some private capital would shift
overseas, where there is an established tradition of expeditious
medical-device and drug development.
Always looking for an edge over the
United States, Great Britain welcomed the news, as did Germany.
That‘s not to say that embryonic
stem-cell research wasn‘t a hotbutton ethical issue in Europe,
especially in Germany, where haunting memories of human experimentation by the Third Reich
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continue to shape the social conscience of the 21st century. The
environmentalists of the Green
Party, partners in Schroeder‘s leftof-center coalition, also oppose biotechnological engineering, as do
Catholics from the nation‘s more
conservative corners, such as Bavaria.
But biotech is a big and important
business in Germany, and the stemcell research controversy stands
smack in the middle of one of
the nation‘s strongest growth industries. The German government
has injected billions of marks over
the past ve years into biotech startups in an attempt to spawn new
jobs, while the nation struggles to
wean its workforce away from its
heavily unionized low-tech base.
In fact, about 20% of Europe‘s
biotechnology concerns are based
in Germany, making it the largest
player on the Continent.
Chancellor Schroeder -- who unseated Helmut Kohl in 1998 with an
„economy-rst“ campaign -- has
been steadily building a pro-stem
cell position. But during our visit
with the chancellor in his brand new
post-modern ofces, Schroeder put
his full weight behind supporting
imported embryonic research.
The affable Chancellor indicated
that he expects that Germany‘s
Bundestag will have an extensive
debate on the issue before the
end of the month, with an extreme
rift between those stumping for
a complete ban on such research
and those who favor it. „I am of the
opinion that we should have this
research,“ Schroeder said. „And I
think pre-implantation diagnostics
should be permitted.“
Schroeder was elected the Federal Republic‘s seventh chancellor
based on his promise to x the
economy and create new jobs.
But faced with the daunting task
of absorbing the soot-covered

second-world economy of the
former East Germany and dealing
with the fundamental weakness of
the global economy, replete with
recessions in Japan and the U.S.,
Schroeder has been spinning his
wheels. With about 4.3 million Germans projected to be out of work
by the end of this month, unemployment has actually risen slightly
under Schroeder‘s leadership, to
more than 10%.
Thus, the Chancellor is not about
to throw a wrench into one of his
few economic growth engines. Furthermore, by taking an unequivocal
stand in favor of stem-cell research,
Schroeder is able to further distinguish himself from his leading
opponent, Edmund Stoiber, the
governor of Bavaria. Stoiber has
overseen an economic recovery in
his state -- driven largely by information-technology growth -- with
unemployment almost half that of
the rest of the country. But his
heavily Catholic conservative coalition places some of the same political restraints on Stoiber as the
Christian right places on President
Bush when it comes to supporting
unfettered human engineering.
From the sounds of things, Schroeder is likely to go to the mat on
this one: „We are talking about
healing diseases here. We should
be able to vote our own conscience on this issue [and] nobody
should be forced to vote with their
own party.“ Schroeder thinks he
will emerge triumphant on imported stem-cell research. „I will take
the oor on this topic,“ Schroeder
vowed. And what if he fails? „We
are still ahead of Britain,“ he
mused.
Sprechen Sie Tech?
In addition to biotech questions,
an American reporter confronted
Schroeder about the state of

Germany‘s information- technology
industry. The scribe said that he
had walked into a Berlin bookstore
only to nd retail software developed mostly by Japan and the U.S.,
and wondered whether Germany
had missed the boat. To which
Schroeder retorted after a prompt
by an aide: „Look at the shares
of SAP. If I could have bought
those shares 10 years ago, I would
have made a killing. But I could
not buy them because journalists
would envy me.“ SAP shares, it‘s
worth noting, are up 2,643% for
the decade.
To be sure, Germany‘s SAP is an
enterprise-software giant to be rekkoned with. And like others in
its space, such as PeopleSoft and
Siebel Systems, the German software maker has struggled in recent
quarters. But lo and behold, last
Wednesday SAP announced that it
expects to see its revenue grow
about 15% in 2002, despite the
punk economy. The double-digit
growth forecast lifted most enterprise- software boats, including

SAP, whose American depositary
shares jumped 21/2 points on Wednesday to 36.80 on the New York
Stock Exchange.
Amazon‘s Euro-gains
Speaking of euros, the weak
European currency helped propel
Amazon.com to its rst protable
quarter under generally accepted
accounting principals in the
company‘s history.
We congratulate the Seattle e-tailer for reporting a net prot of
$5.1 million, or a penny a share,
for the fourth quarter. The prots
were mostly due to a $16.3 million
paper gain from the spread between the dollar and the euro, as
Amazon has more than $650 million in Euro-denominated convertible debt.
Without the paper gain, Amazon
would have reported a loss of about
$11.2 million. But the big story was
Amazon‘s ability to reduce fulllment costs and increase its efciency, says hedge-fund manager

Eric Von der Porten, a frequent
critic who sometimes shorts the
stock.
„Amazon did a surprisingly good job
of controlling costs and discounts,
allowing the company to generate
operating prots well above expectations,“ said Von der Porten, a
partner in Leeward Investments of
San Carlos, California.
„While the GAAP net prot was
possible because of the $16 million
currency gain, plus other nonoperating gains, the operating prots
were signicant nonetheless,“ Von
der Porten added.
Those prots will go away during
the rst quarter, when Amazon has
to pay its bills for the inventory
it sold during the fourth quarter
of 2001. And while operations are
apparently under better control,
the company is still saddled with
more than $2.2 billion in debt.
So the big question going forward
is: Where will the growth come
from?
Copyright (c) 2002,
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
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„Security Gauntlet For Thirsty Berliners“
by Christopher Weber, CBS News

(CBS) Security measures have been
stepped up worldwide since Sept.
11, and in Berlin the precautions
are even interfering with the
quintessentially German activity of
having a beer.

up its security. Barricades went up
and more cops were posted.

The bar, Windhorst, on Dorotheenstrasse in the heart of the city,
is in the now-unfortunate position
of sharing a wall with the United
States embassy, which is around
the corner.

Now to enter Windhorst, customers need to present either an
ofcial EU or Germany ID card or a
passport. Ofcers toting automatic
weapons direct visitors to a makeshift police station in a trailer. While
one cop runs the thirsty patron’s
identication through the computer, another takes him or her to a
private room for a very thorough
patting down.
Not surprisingly, such an ordeal
doesn’t appeal to a happy hour
crowd only in search of a frosty pils
or lager. Owner Guenther Windhorst says his business is suffering.

The location suited the bar for
years, ensuring a decent after-work
crowd. But after the attacks in the
U.S., the street was shut down to
car trafc as the embassy beefed

“It’s a big problem,” said Windhorst. “Many people who work in
the neighborhood used to stop by
for a drink on the way to the
subway. Now they don’t. They just

The street outside a bar in Berlin‘s
Mitte neighborhood has taken on
shades of Checkpoint Charlie in
recent months, with a security
detail of a dozen police ofcers on
guard around the clock.
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go straight to the subway. Our
business from 6-9 p.m. has been
nothing.”
Windhorst said some people, especially tourists, come just for the
experience, but they usually don’t
come back.
The police checkpoint might stay
in place for as long as two years,
Windhorst says, or at least until
the embassy relocates to its new
location next to the Brandenburg
Gate. Construction on the new site
hasn‘t started yet.
“It will be a bigger problem in the
summer,” he said. “We used to
have tables outside in the sun. But
I don’t think anyone will be wanting to sit outside under the watch
of military guards.”
by Christopher Weber
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